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Abstract 

 

À Qui le Soleil: How Morocco’s Developing Solar Capacities Have 

Altered Urban Infrastructural Provisions 

 

by 

Thomas Edmond Rowlinson, MSCRP and MSSD 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

Supervisor: Petra Liedl 

Co-Supervisor: Patricia Wilson  

 

The creation of a sustainable, solar-based energy sector in Morocco involves 

changes to both its domestic energy infrastructure as well as the surrounding political and 

financial arrangements. This research shows that such changes affect Morocco’s most 

vulnerable urban citizens, specifically those without current grid service, or hacked grid 

service: those who live in bidonvilles, or shantytowns and slums. I trace such changes in 

Morocco’s solar energy to the perpetuation of neocolonial narratives of European energy 

and historical uses of infrastructure in urban manifestations of colonialism. With a focus 

on domestic large-scale solar energy generation systems like the publicly-operated 

MASEN, as well as international, public-private enterprises such as Desertec (a German-

Moroccan partnership that is mega-regional in scope), this thesis assesses the level of 

access afforded to bidonville citizens in Morocco’s biggest city, Casablanca. I offer some 

ideas on how the flexibility and accessibility in the scale and operation of solar can provide 

generation capacities to urban citizens living in informal communities.  
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Chapter 1. Morocco in the Era of Solar Big and Small 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 

Since 2009, the government of Morocco, under royal orders, has reformulated its 

national energy program toward solar technological advancement and away from petrol 

and coal. The national energy agencies plan to install large-scale capacities for solar-

based electrical generation that will constitute 14 percent of the 42 percent renewable 

energy generation by 2020 (see Figure 1.1).1 Morocco’s renewable energy initiative, 

developed for both domestic consumption and exportation, would afford independence 

from foreign sources; the official statistic for energy importation into Morocco is over 95 

percent in 2012.2 In light of these developments, my research questions are as follows: 

are advancements in solar electrical generation achieving equitable distribution and 

access? How will Morocco’s changing energy systems affect provisions of renewable 

sources to historically under-served urban populations, given Morocco’s steady 

urbanization over the past century? In this thesis I use the national public documentation 

of urban poverty rehabilitation programs and public agencies’ solar energy projects to 

deconstruct intended outcomes and approaches through the historical context of European 

colonial occupation. 

                                                 
1 Ministère de l’energie, des mines, de l’eau et de l’environnement Royaume de Maroc, “Les Energies 

Renouvelables Au Maroc: Stratégie et Plan D’action” (Atelier Mission Maroc, November 20, 2012). 
2 Ibid.  
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Figure 1.1: Slide from Morocco’s renewable energy plan, 2012. The emphasis is in 

realizing large projects, while creating a legal and institutional framework 

that might support such projects. There also exists well-established transit 

infrastructure for renewable energy i.e. grid systems. Source: Ministère de 

l’energie, des mines, de l’eau et de l’environnement Royaume de Maroc, 

“Les Energies Renouvelables Au Maroc: Stratégie et Plan D’action” (Atelier 

Mission Maroc, November 20, 2012). 

 

CONTEXT 

 

In the history of colonial urban planning, infrastructure has been employed in 

domination, subjugation, and the establishment of long-continuing hierarchies; the 

colonial history of Morocco has been no exception. In the words of Mike Davis:  
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[…] strategic denial of infrastructures to the neighborhoods constructed by French 

colonizers through Africa symbolized a denial of the right to the city, in addition 

to degrading and humiliating living conditions without water, sanitation or 

electricity, despite creating urban environments which are predicated on such 

services.3 

 

Indeed, this thesis makes no presumption about the neutrality of energy provision. As I 

discuss in the second chapter, technologies, with their assemblages of infrastructures, 

associated bureaucracies, political systems, financial ties, and communities, demand 

investigation through the history of dominion. In addition to the problematic history of 

infrastructure, Morocco’s reliance on a diversity of energy sources, many non-renewable 

and imported, presents the opportunity to conscientiously investigate the possibilities for 

a nation in carbon scarcity 

Morocco has rapidly urbanized since the 1990s, with projections estimating an 

urbanization of 70 percent by 2025 due to rural migration, compared to 55 percent in 

2010.4 The kingdom has also been courted by European neocolonial projects to establish 

comprehensive renewable energy programs to the benefit of Europe, such as Desertec.5 

Morocco is the only North African country to be open and receptive to the advances of 

European sustainable energy programs,6 which may be attributed to its lack of energy 

generation sources. Considering these two trends of urbanization and carbon dependence, 

what does successful, urban- and accessibility-oriented renewable energy infrastructure 

                                                 
3 Mike Davis, Planet of Slums, Paperback (London ; New York: Verso, 2007), 53.  
4 Mustapha Chouiki, Le Maroc face au défi urbain: quelle politique de la ville? (Rabat, Morocco: Dar 

Attaouhidi, 2012). 
5 Kristi Katherine Marks, “Algeria Viewed from Nowhere?: Bringing Geospatial Visualization into the 

Cartogrraphic Black Boxes of Desertec’s ‘Clean Power from Deserts’” (University of Texas at Austin, 

2010). 
6 Ibid.  
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look like in Morocco? This thesis advocates it is not the concentrated solar plants that 

come with kingdom’s press packets (see the Aïn Beni Mathar thermos-solar complex, 

Figure 1.2), because of urban communities’ ongoing disputed, disrupted, and contested 

access to electricity. 

  

Figure 1.2: Ain Beni Mather Integrated Thermo Solar Combined Cycle Power Plant. 

Solar energy collected from the parabolic troughs increases the vapor to the 

recovery boilers. The plant consists of two gas turbines powered by natural 

gas, a steam turbine, two recovery boilers, a field and a solar exchanger. The 

total capacity is 472 MW (megawatts), including 20 MW from the solar 

component which can generate an average annual 3 538 GWh (gigawatt per 

hour). Source: World Bank, “Demonstrating the Viability of Solar Thermal 

Power in Morocco,” accessed September 21, 2015, 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/results/2014/04/15/demonstrating-the-

viability-of-solar-thermal-power-in-morocco. 

  

  

http://www.worldbank.org/en/results/2014/04/15/demonstrating-the-viability-of-solar-thermal-power-in-morocco
http://www.worldbank.org/en/results/2014/04/15/demonstrating-the-viability-of-solar-thermal-power-in-morocco
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INVESTIGATIVE APPROACH AND OBJECTIVES 

 

 This thesis is by no means determined to derive strict recommendations of an 

exclusive sociotechnical nature. The history of infrastructure, architecture, and planning 

in Morocco has been directed by colonial interests that engineered the built environment 

specifically for the exclusion and impoverishment of particular classes. Though this 

thesis examines technical and technological solutions to energy and urban growth, my 

approach to their uses, their histories, and their implications is decidedly one of 

sociotechnical assemblies. By this I mean that the technologies in question are not merely 

artifacts, machinery upon which we build our cities, but rather a sophisticated interplay 

between the social and the technical, with an emphasis on process that enables the usage 

of new tools.7 

 In my approach here, I intend to document the assemblies of solar energy, 

infrastructure, growing urban centers to determine their accessibility. As a distanced 

researcher from an American university, it is not my place to provide solutions. Indeed, it 

is that privileged position that has perpetuated colonial relationships. I believe my role as 

researcher is to document the level of access that was overlooked in the state’s ambition 

to create energy systems at the scale of domestic production and exportation. My research 

questions are: are there inter-scalar alliances in Morocco (between banks, providers, 

                                                 

7 Stephen Graham and Simon Marvin, Splintering Urbanism: Networked Infrastructures, Technological 

Mobilities and the Urban Condition (London ; New York: Routledge, 2001), 10.  
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government agencies, and international organizations) to provide solar energy and urban 

services? How have they driven energy and urban policy? Do they exclude the most 

vulnerable urban classes? In my conclusions I consider the option for Morocco’s energy 

sector to become more accessible through distributed means of generation and 

distribution that do not rely on these dominant political-corporate power structures. 

SIGNIFICANCE 

In examining the public documentation from the national and regional agencies 

involved in urban policy and solar energy, my research documents how large scale energy 

operations continue to hinder accessibility because they do not operate at scales suitable to 

vulnerable urban inhabitants. The significance is that renewable energy exists within 

contexts and narratives that perpetuate inequality through its design and construction. The 

implications here can be extended to energy programs outside of Morocco. There is a 

change in energy generation and consumption worldwide, from the fossil fuels of the 

previous era to one where the sources are renewable and non-polluting. Renewable energy 

sources do not require the same infrastructures and project developments that fossil fuels 

or nuclear do; they can be adapted to user, context, and circumstance (as discussed in the 

next chapter). Understanding how major innovations in renewable energy are deployed and 

employed informs how those innovations best serve environmental and human needs. By 

investigating the linkages of solar energy to urban growth, my research reveals the 

perpetuation of access inequality in Casablanca. The research here concludes by asking 

how renewable energy may be generated and consumed without participating in former 

systems of human and resource exploitation.   
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OVERVIEW AND STRUCTURE 

  

The following chapters of this thesis unfold as follows: chapter 2  is devoted to 

methodology and theoretical questions, such as the nature of interpretive, narrative-based 

research; the determinism of technologies and technical projects (that is, whether 

technologies possess something inherent in their ability to affect individuals, 

communities, societies); and the review of literature dealing with the politics of cities, 

renewable energy, and infrastructural arrangements in relation to access. The third 

chapter examines the relation between infrastructure and power in Morocco in its history 

of colonialism. I provide an overview of the history of Moroccan cities with 

consideration to how infrastructural provisions were part of establishing conquest, 

subjugation, and hierarchy. The fourth chapter investigates the recent history and current 

narrative of Moroccan solar energy; how international networks came to form and define 

the development of a Moroccan solar energy program; and what does it mean to have big 

solar energy, that is, concentrated power plants. The fifth chapter addresses power 

relations in an urban context, dealing specifically with the present situation of urban 

poverty and lack of access to resources; how those issues are manifested; and how the 

infrastructural systems in place fail those who occupy urban spaces informally or 

illegally. Finally, the sixth chapter concludes with how solar energy might be employed 

flexibly and through small scale interventions that might be more inclusive and equitable. 

I conclude by asking how an infrastructure may be accessed in a way that is networked 

without a hierarchy of main generator, converter, and user network, and what cases exist 

elsewhere in the world that might be reproduced on an urban scale.  
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My anticipated findings are: Morocco has chosen a grid-based, concentrated plant 

solar energy; it operates as a large and inflexible system, reproducing the structures of 

fossil fuel based energy generation. As such, infrastructure has failed a large class of 

Moroccans within the urban environment, because cities and their provisions have not 

been designed to reach them. In light of this, there exists the possibility of photovoltaics 

and microgrids to be employed in a neighborhood or community that has contested or 

compromised access to energy.  
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Chapter 2. Critical Perspective in Narrative Assemblies: A Methodology 

CONTESTING THE DOMINANT NARRATIVES IN SOLAR DEVELOPMENT 

 

In the fall of 2009, Ouarzazate, a desert city just on the other side of the Atlas 

Mountains, hosted the launch of Morocco’s solar energy plan. Quoting from the 

Moroccan Agency for Solar Energy (acronym MASEN):  

During that ceremony, which took place in the presence of the US State Secretary, 

Mrs. Hillary Clinton, the Moroccan Minister for Energy, Mining, Water and 

Environment, Mrs Amina Benkhadra, declared that this “national, ambitious and 

realistic project aims at establishing by 2020 a capacity of 2.000 megawatts.”8 

 

MASEN subsequently selected five sites for concentrated solar energy plants; of the five 

sites, only one is operational—the Ain Beni Mather plant. The location currently in 

development, Noor I outside Ouarzazate, is set for completion this fall 2015, with a 

capacity for 160 MW, again using concentrated parabolic troughs for solar thermal 

generation.9 The development is Saudi Arabian, the financing World Bank, and the 

construction Spanish;10 indeed, MASEN makes “the opening up to the 

Euromediterranean energy markets” a critical element to its policy.11 

                                                 
8 “HM the King Presides over the Ceremony of Presentation of the Moroccan Project for Solar Energy,” 

Moroccan Agency for Solar Energy, November 2, 2009, 

http://www.masen.org.ma/index.php?Id=42&lang=en#/_. 
9 1. Wael Mahdi, “Saudi Power Developer Gives Spanish Firms Work in Morocco,” Bloomberg Business, 

April 30, 2013, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-04-30/acwa-power-says-it-was-awarded-

solar-thermal-project-in-morocco.. 
10 Ibid. 
11 “Moroccan Solar Plan: Challenges Posed by Renewable Energies,” Moroccan Agency for Solar Energy, 

2010, http://www.masen.org.ma/index.php?Id=12&lang=en#/_. 
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 Moroccan solar energy is the result of histories, operating at multiple scales 

(regionally, nationally, internationally), with a variety of players acting on behalf of a 

plethora of interests coalescing into inception, development, design, and now 

implementation. My methodology is to tell that story. I create the narratives in order 

better understand the implications  for Moroccans at the urban scale, as well as 

understand what avenues were silenced or failed to be considered, then compare them 

with respect to the agency and accessibility they introduce. This approach, then, intends 

to contest the dominant narrative so far presented—that is, the final product of a realized 

solar energy program for Morocco—by looking into the documentation, reportage, 

response, and intended consequences of the program.  

 

Figure 2.1: Research design 
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FRAMEWORK & SYSTEM OF INQUIRY 

In my research design (Figure 2.1), I have three categories in which to base my 

framework. As already described, the framework used here is one of narrative, or, using 

the Groat and Wang’s writing on architectural research methods, interpretive-historical.12 

I have chosen to use a different term, narrative, and while it does refer essentially to the 

same practice, it implies a greater breadth of voices by emphasizing holistic understanding 

of stories and histories.13 Such an adaptation to the framework aligns with my system of 

inquiry, again referring to Groat and Wang as the “set of assumptions about the nature of 

reality,”14 whereby those assumptions here deal with emancipation from the systems of 

oppression that define a multitude of realities. Quoting from Groat and Wang’s summary 

of emancipatory research: 

 

Emancipatory research shares with the naturalistic cluster a recognition of multiple 

realities, but it also stresses the role that social, political, cultural, ethnic, and gender 

issues play in the social construction of reality.15 

 

Indeed, not only is reality subjective and constructed as part of this research, it is also 

constructed through issues, or what I call systems of oppression.16 Systems of oppression 

are where individuals and institutions are empowered or disempowered through the 

construction of reality itself through popularized narrative.17 My duty as an academic 

researcher is to examine the dominant narrative of Moroccan solar energy and 

                                                 
12 Linda N. Groat and David Wang, Architectural Research Methods (New York: J. Wiley, 2002), 137. 
13 Leonard Webster and Patricie Mertova, Using Narrative Inquiry as a Research Method: An Introduction 

to Using Critical Event Narrative Analysis in Research on Learning and Teaching (London ; New York: 

Routledge, 2007), 2. 
14 Linda N. Groat and David Wang, Architectural Research Methods (New York: J. Wiley, 2002), 21. 
15 Ibid., 33 
16 R. K. Dhamoon, “Considerations on Mainstreaming Intersectionality,” Political Research Quarterly 64, 

no. 1 (March 1, 2011): 230–43, doi:10.1177/1065912910379227. 
17 Ibid. 
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urbanization in terms of technologies, their employment, and their socio-political power. 

This kind of emancipatory research provides a platform on which to reflect just how 

technical innovation, resource use and management, and the negotiating of human 

relations through government and community might operate for collective benefit, as 

opposed to reproducing exclusivity and inequality.  

 This system of inquiry demands a narrative method that allows for a plurality of 

voices, events, histories like the one outlined in Groat and Wang. Part of this is a 

collection of documentation and evidence surrounding the narrative being investigated. 

To quote Groat and Wang:  

[…] the researcher attempts to collect as much evidence as possible concerning a 

complex social phenomenon. This requires searching for evidence, collecting and 

organizing that evidence, evaluating it, and constructing a narrative from the 

evidence that is holistic and believable. Throughout the process, interpretation is 

key.18 

 

In the case of this research, evidence collection involves looking through the reportage on 

urban crises and infrastructural access; political movements that have affected the 

kingdom since the commencement of its renewable energy programs; the 

documentation—both official and from reportage—of the solar energy programs; 

international reportage on the multitude of international investors and organizations that 

have been integral in both the urbanization of Morocco and its urban growth; historical 

writing on the colonization of Morocco; and critical writing by fellow academics, both 

international and from Morocco, on the kingdom’s energy, infrastructure, and urban 

                                                 
18 Linda N. Groat and David Wang, Architectural Research Methods (New York: J. Wiley, 2002), 137. 
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growth programs. My overall strategy is to tell the dominant story of Morocco’s solar 

energy, its development, and its role in urban infrastructure following Groat and Wang’s 

diagram for historic-interpretive research strategy (Figure 2.2). In doing so, I present my 

evaluation that, despite successes, there remains a failure of urban access to energy. 

 

Figure 2.2. Interpretive-Historical (here referred to as narrative) research approach, 

according to Groat and Wang. Source: Linda N. Groat and David Wang, 

Architectural Research Methods (New York: J. Wiley, 2002), 137. 

 

Tactical Methods 

 

The broad and thorough collection of evidence allows for a rich and detailed 

understanding of the “[…] phenomena within complex contexts, with a view toward 
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explaining those phenomena in narrative form and in a holistic fashion [emphasis used in 

original text].”19In order to be thorough, I attempted be as broad as possible in the 

sources for my evidence. Some of the sources from which I have drawn include those in 

the energy agency and organization category, namely the Moroccan Agency For Solar 

Energy (MASEN), Agence Nationale pour le Développement des Energies Renouvelables 

et de l'Efficacité Energétique (ADEREE), Département de l’Energie et des Mines, 

Association Marocaine des Industries Solaires et Eoliennes (AMISOLE), and the Office 

Nationale de l’Electricité et de l’Eau Potable (ONEE). There is the urban 

management/planning category, namely the Ministère de l’Aménagement du Territoire, 

de l’Environnement, de l’Urbanisme, et de l’Habitat, Direction de l’Aménagement du 

Territoire, Le territoire marocain, Etat des lieux, Ministère de l'Habitat et de la politique 

de la ville, Portail National des Collectivites Territoriales, Majal, and La Fédération des 

Agences Urbaine. Finally, there is the Moroccan and Arab reportage that addresses both 

categories and informs how they develop and have been received publically. These 

include L’Economiste, Al Bayane, Bladi, Huffington Post Maroc, Jadaliyya, among 

others. There is also the international reportage dealing with Moroccan urbanism and 

energy, as well as international cases for comparison; these include business papers like 

Bloomberg, and international revues like Al Jazeera, The Guardian, BBC, and The New 

York Times. 

                                                 
19 Ibid., 136. 
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My method, in sum, is to generate a broad, cumulative narrative from the public 

discourse surrounding urban infrastructure and solar energy. In terms of tactics, this 

means reviewing the related public documents from the agencies listed for their 

implications and stated objectives, then comparing them to my research questions. 

Finally, I compare the reception, successes, and failings of the projects as written in the 

reviews and newspapers mentioned, as well as the academic criticism they have elicited. 

In that sense, I am addressing the development of a public, publicized conversation 

surrounding the development of solar energy and urban infrastructure. I uncover what is 

the dominant narrative when taken cumulatively, as well as what is lacking as part of that 

narrative. As such, my method is part of a priori deduction, which begins with principles 

in which to ground my research (described in the next section of this chapter) so as to 

deduce the nature of reality, or, in the case here, the narrative discourse of the subject at 

hand.20 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL GROUNDING 

Understanding Energy and Power 

 

 Because this thesis uses an emancipatory system of inquiry, critical theories 

regarding power and agency are essential in the understanding of the dynamics of 

inequality. Part of understanding and creating a narrative from solar energy and urban 

planning in Morocco requires a framework that can place solar energy in a context of 

energy as a human necessity. The literature from which I draw addresses solar energy 

                                                 
20 Groat, Linda N., and David Wang. Architectural Research Methods. New York: J. Wiley, 2002. 
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development, its implications as a source, its multitude of manifestations (namely the 

difference between concentrated and distributed systems), and the economics and policies 

needed in order to establish solar as a viable and competitive source of electricity. The 

works of Lovins21 and Bradford22 illustrate how solar energy is embedded within the 

complexity of human relations and needs. Its technological manifestations (again, using 

distributed photovoltaic networks, or large collector installations) are part of a broad 

series of developments, politically, economically, socially, and technically, that are 

reduced to engineering and calculation. Both Lovins and Bradford argue that energy is 

much more than the technical problem-solving. Lovins uses the term soft energy paths, 

which he defines as being: 

[…] flexible, resilient, sustainable, and benign. […] The distinction between hard 

and soft energy paths rests not on how much energy is used, but on the technical 

and sociopolitical structure of the energy system, thus focusing our attention on 

consequent and crucial political differences.23  

 

To paraphrase its principle characteristics: soft energy paths are renewable and 

consistently available; diverse, made up of small contributions made by a wide number of 

parties; flexible and accessible without a highly technical skillset; scaled to end use 

needs; and the energy quality is designed for the users’ needs.24 These criteria propose a 

radical method in evaluating the equity and accessibility of solar energy by source, 

                                                 
21 Amory Lovins, Soft Energy Paths: Toward a Durable Peace (New York, N.Y.: Harper Colophon Books; 

Harper and Row, 1979). 
22 Travis Bradford, Solar Revolution: The Economic Transformation of the Global Energy Industry 

(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2006). 
23 Amory Lovins, Soft Energy Paths: Toward a Durable Peace (New York, N.Y.: Harper Colophon Books; 

Harper and Row, 1979), 38. 
24 Ibid., 38-9. 
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generation, and distribution. Bradford furthers Lovins’ conclusions on how the current 

state of the solar energy market requires a softer approach, namely one of distribution so 

that it may be accessible, and thus equitable: 

This trend toward distributed energy is also true for the billions of people who 

live in developing economies (where most of the global growth in energy use is 

projected to occur) and who do not currently have access to large, centralized 

electricity grids and distribution systems. As these two drivers combine to change 

the economics of energy, much of the world will find it economic to use locally 

generated, clean, renewable energy.25 

 

Bradford illustrates the relationship between the electrical grid, peak demand, and the 

importance of modularity and simplicity in a distributed photovoltaic (PV) approach to 

solar electrical generation. He argues that distributed systems of PVs are the better option 

compared to concentrated solar energy, for it is, like Lovins in his own principles, 

scalable, flexible, and able to reach a greater number of individuals without the need for 

large, sunken capital projects. Such projects reproduce the same patterns established by 

petroleum and coal, as Timothy Mitchell argues in Carbon Democracy.26 To quote 

Mitchell: 

Fossil fuels’ role in the creation and limits of modern democracy, in the ways in 

which oil is extracted, processed, shipped and consumed, the powers of oil as 

concentrated source of energy, or the apparatus that turns this fuel into forms of 

affluence and power.27 

 

Oil was instrumental in the establishment and perpetuation of colonial and imperial 

conquest, argues Mitchell. He continues that democracy’s own export as a political 

                                                 
25 Travis Bradford, Solar Revolution: The Economic Transformation of the Global Energy Industry 

(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2006), xi. 
26 Timothy Mitchell, Carbon Democracy: Political Power in the Age of Oil, 2nd Revised (Verso, 2013). 
27 Ibid., 2. 
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system to non-Western petroleum-producing countries is founded in the idea that 

democracy is engineered similarly as to how energy systems are engineered. Given the 

political unrest in many of the former colonies, most notably the Arab Spring beginning 

in 2011, such an engineering project has proved unsuccessful.28 Mitchell’s writing details 

both how the narrative approach yields new insights into energy systems in a colonial 

history, as well as to contest the neutrality of energy systems. Political power dominates 

energy systems, and as such energy systems possess inherent technical complications that 

affect democracies; his example of this is the difference between coal and petrol in the 

United Kingdom, where coal was capable of union disruption because it was localized 

and required worker-driven distribution system. In comparison, oil could be distributed 

by pipeline internationally, making it the preferred fuel source for the European empires 

since it seemed initially less prone to subversion.29 Energy, then, is never neutral, for the 

technologies of its access, distribution, and usage have social and political consequences. 

Infrastructure and Bureaucracy: Methods in Control 

 

 The second facet within the theoretical framework for my thesis is infrastructure, 

namely the networks of electrical connections and generators that constitute what is 

commonly known as the grid. Infrastructure is a broad term encapsulating networked 

services such as water, electricity, wastewater, and communications, among others. 

Infrastructure is, as Graham and Marvin define it, “the distribution grids and topological 

                                                 
28 Ibid. 
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connections that link systems and practices of production with systems and practices of 

consumption.”30 To better understand infrastructure’s role in political power, Graham and 

Marvin explain: 

As capital that is literally ‘sunk’ and embedded within and between the fabric of 

cities, they represent long-term accumulation of finance, technology, know-how, 

and organizational and geopolitical power.31 

 

In that sense infrastructure is, like energy, not a neutral artifact, but imbued with its own 

politics through its development and uses. Infrastructure is popularly considered a public 

commodity, but, as Graham and Marvin illustrate, these networks are being placed on the 

open market for international firms to profit the world over. As I explain in later chapters, 

Morocco is hardly the exception here. Furthermore, infrastructure has often been used to 

meet only the needs of elites within colonial cities, while simultaneously rendering 

colonized cities into the Western European idea of order, and as such controllable by 

Western European authorities.32 Graham and Marvin explain:  

In French colonial cities of North Africa like Fez and Algiers, for example, 

garden suburbs were laid out according to best practice but only for European 

settlers. The native towns—the Muslim-dominated medinas—were mostly left 

intact and generally neglected in terms of improvement in sanitation and 

services.33 

 

Graham further advances the argument that Western European-developed approaches to 

infrastructure—specifically, the kind that is centralized, invisible, and automatic—is 

inappropriate in colonial circumstances because of power relations dictating access. Like 

                                                 
30 Graham, Stephen, and Simon Marvin. Splintering Urbanism: Networked Infrastructures, Technological 

Mobilities and the Urban Condition. London ; New York: Routledge, 2001., 11. 
31 Ibid., 12. 
32 Ibid., 82. 
33 Ibid., 82. Graham and Marvin refer to Robinson, 1999, 161 in this quotation. 
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Lovins and Bradford, Graham and Marvin argue for technologies that enable community 

access and management over infrastructural provisions instead of a grid system that 

removes control and reproduces inaccessibility. Such an approach might allow resistance 

to what he refers to as the segmentation of infrastructure, that is, its division into 

consumer products through privatization.34 

 If this is the case, then how is infrastructure administered and managed? David 

Graeber proposes that the merging of private enterprises with public initiatives and 

governments in global finance has allowed bureaucracy to become one of the defining 

characteristics of technological development, as well as our access to use them.35 I use 

this argument specifically in the case of infrastructure as technology. Indeed, if 

bureaucracies are the system used to administer infrastructure, then how do they mediate 

relations of power to individuals and communities attempting to access provisions? 

Graeber observes that: 

The bureaucratization of daily life means the imposition of impersonal rules and 

regulations; impersonal rules and regulations, in turn, can only operate if they are 

backed up by the threat of force.36 

 

Indeed, that imposition mediates relationships between those in control of infrastructural 

access and those without; as I explain in later chapters, urban amenity programs unfairly 

deny access to even essential resources to urban citizens in Morocco because of the 

complications in navigating and negotiating governmental/organizational bureaucracies. 

                                                 
34 Ibid., 430. 
35 David Graeber, The Utopia of Rules, First (Brooklyn, N.Y.: Melville House, 2015). 
36 Ibid., 32. 
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If energy and infrastructure systematically exclude vulnerable classes of citizens, what 

alternatives exist? In the final chapter I propose alternatives to central bureaucracy 

through distributed, community-managed urban services.  

A Place in the City 

Following on the questions of infrastructure and access, the third section of 

literature addresses the politics of the city, namely how citizens and communities within 

urban locales are able to participate in a democratic process over space, resource access, 

and legitimacy. Bogaert’s writings on Moroccan cities reaches similar conclusions to 

Graeber’s, where “[…] Morocco’s commitment to eradicate all slums in its cities is a 

salient example of this global shift in neoliberal governmentality.”37 In her writing on 

Moroccan cities, Navez-Bouchanine concludes that their urban planning has created 

fragmented and exclusive built environments. While urban planning in Morocco attempts 

to address urban poverty and informality in the form of bidonvilles—also known as 

slums—in democratic and strategic ways, there is nevertheless systemic issues of a political 

and economic nature that perpetuate and exacerbate the situation.38 Likewise, Asef Bayat 

concludes that:  

 

Neoliberal restructuring has engendered significant economic and social changes. 

The advent of deregulation, diminished role of the state, and the crisis of social 

contract have meant that a vast number of subaltern groups are now left on their 

own to survive and better their lives.39 

 

                                                 
37 Koenraad Bogaert, “Cities without Slums in Morocco? New Modalities of Urban Government and the 

Bidonville as a Neoliberal Assemblage,” in Locating Right to the City in the Global South (New York, 

N.Y.: Routledge, 2013), 41–59. 
38 Françoise Navez-Bouchanine, “Evolution of Urban Policy and Slum Clearance in Morocco: Successes 

and Transformations of ‘social Contracting,’” International Social Science Journal 59, no. 193–94 

(September 2008): 359–80, doi:10.1111/j.1468-2451.2009.01685.x. 
39 Asef Bayat, “Politics in the City-Inside-Out,” City & Society 24, no. 2 (August 2012): 110–28, 

doi:10.1111/j.1548-744X.2012.01071.x. 
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The trend of neoliberalism has its roots in colonial domination and neocolonial projects 

such as the World Bank, as described by Mike Davis in his book Planet of Slums.40 Davis 

sees a global cycle of poverty, where the privatization of public services and resources 

undermines poorer classes, thus generating a gap in infrastructural provisions. The result 

is that the lack of provisions, sanitation, and legal status delegitimizes the spaces in which 

those classes live and work. David Harvey further describes this phenomenon, proposing 

opportunities of resistance to the combination of market domination and democratic 

erosion of global cities through the re-interpretation of Lefebvre’s Right to the City 

concept: “the freedom to make and remake ourselves and our cities is, I want to argue, one 

of the most precious yet most neglected of our human rights. How best then to exercise 

that right?”41 Harvey’s conclusions have more to do with finding ways of ensuring 

community assets and resources are maintained instead of co-opted into market demands 

and profitability. If the Right to the City is to be able to create space of one’s own, that 

extends to the ability to create and access one’s resources, extending to infrastructure and 

energy generation through the distributed systems discussed by Bradford and Lovins. 

 Mustapha Chouiki addresses a number of these theories within his own work Le 

Maroc face au defi urbain: quelle politique de la ville?, summarizing the fragmentation of 

urban morphologies through colonialism and the resulting systemic poverty. Chouiki 

summarizes how privatization, deregulation, and bureaucratization have all failed to create 
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41 David Harvey, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution, Hardcover (Brooklyn, 

N.Y.: Verso, 2012), 4. 
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cohesive and equitable cities, creating instead urban peripheries that have become one of 

the defining forms of informality in urban Morocco.42 Chouiki proposes a political 

management of the Moroccan city that does not draw from prescribed programs and 

templates, nor relies on standard planning and, by association, bureaucratic management. 

Instead, Chouiki envisions an urban Morocco that is inclusive, open to full democratic 

participation, and unites programs that are able to function with existing informal housing 

and work opportunities.43  

THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY: A QUESTION OF DETERMINISM 

 

 Before going any further, there is an underlying theoretical question upon which 

this thesis is built: what exactly is the role of technology in human affairs? Indeed, there 

is the philosophical question of whether individuals and collectives are the product of 

technological development—in a sense the argument proposed by Mitchell in discussing 

oil and democracy—or, if individuals and collectives exert the control and authority over 

technological developments. Who determines how technologies are used? What are 

technologies? I would like to answer this question by returning to Graeber: 

By poetic technologies, I refer to the use of rational, technical, 

bureaucratic means to bring wild, impossible fantasies to life. Poetic 

technologies in this sense are as old as civilization. They could even be 

said to predate complex machinery. Lewis Mumford used to argue that the 

first complex machines were actually made of people.44 

 

                                                 
42 Mustapha Chouiki, Le Maroc face au défi urbain: quelle politique de la ville? (Rabat, Morocco: Dar 

Attaouhidi, 2012). 
43 Ibid. 
44 David Graeber, The Utopia of Rules, First (Brooklyn, N.Y.: Melville House, 2015), 141. 
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This broad definition of technology complicates the distinction between the technical and 

social. The consequences are even disturbing, to think that historically slavery would be 

considered a form of technology under this definition, with Mumford’s example quoted 

here being the technology of man to create the pyramids of Giza.   

 Technology, then, means more than neutral tools developed for the execution of 

apolitical tasks. As such, I apply the term technology to the broad definition including 

access to resources, its distribution, and its usage. Within this thesis, technology refers to 

how individuals and collectives find new ways of living and doing. This makes 

technology an inherently political enterprise. Referring to Langdon Winner’s essay on 

whether artifacts have politics: “What matters is not technology itself, but the social or 

economic system in which it is embedded.”45 Following this, Winner proposes that 

technologies, or rather artifacts (including what is commonly understood as technologies 

as technical products), are part of systems that imbue them with particular values, 

meanings, and uses. Renewable energies are capable of reproducing the sociotechnical 

assemblies non-renewable energies established, as described in the previous sections of 

my methodology. In the case of technological determinism, where does that leave solar 

energy? I argue on behalf of soft determinism, like with Lovins, where it is not that 

technology influences behavior, society, or politics, nor vice versa, but a conscious and 

mediated relationship between the two. Soft determinism is where distributed 
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manifestations of technology provide greater agency by introducing accessibility within 

its use, as opposed to centralized operations controlled through bureaucratic agencies.  

DRAWBACKS & LIMITATIONS 

 

 Given the methodology described in this chapter, there are a number of 

complications in my approach. The greatest is that I do not offer any research with human 

subjects or statistical data analysis. This thesis was developed over three years, with a 

summer in Morocco studying Arabic and attempting to better understand the urban 

environments—the histories, styles, and developments—of Rabat and Casablanca. I am 

not a native Moroccan, but rather a privileged researcher from an American university. 

My status and background limits my ability to create an entire, cohesive and ideal 

narrative on Moroccan solar energy and its implications for urban provisions. That said, 

my outsider status, knowledge of French, limited Arabic, and experience discussing and 

sharing with fellow Moroccan researchers and journalists in the summer of 2013 has 

allowed me a unique perspective where I may synthesize contexts from abroad. New 

approaches to urban planning and energy provision demand creativity in ideas and 

approaches outside researchers can provide. As mentioned in the previous chapter, my 

intention is not to draft irrefutable recommendations, but rather document narratives 

related to access so as to consider further possibilities. This research attempts to sort 

through existing formal documentation that has yet to be critically explored in order to 

arrive at conclusions about energy access in Morocco. The lived experience of energy 

access in bidonvilles is something from which I am very much sheltered, and that has 
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clear research limitations. That said, the experiences of Morocco’s solar energy programs 

and its effects upon urban centers may be understood within a global context of changing 

energy systems toward renewable alternatives. The work here asks what it means to do so 

equitably, given how globalization means projects of this sort are inevitably involve an 

international scale.  

REMAINING QUESTIONS & AVENUES OF FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

The greatest question that remains given this methodology is understanding how 

renewable energy provisions might operate within bidonvilles. Interviewing members of 

Morocco’s utilities, energy programs, and ministries would be deeply insightful. This 

thesis only investigates the larger public narrative regarding what solar energy means 

with respect to equity and access. Future research would involve examining the 

effectiveness of implementation of PVs and microgrids through inquiries into how 

Morocco’s solar energy parties, organizations, and ministries intend to alleviate access 

discrimination through sustainability. Further investigations based in quantitative 

information and human-subject research would aid in the ever-evolving understanding of 

new energy generation in Morocco.  
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Chapter 3. History of Infrastructure as History of Colony: the 

Moroccan Context 

  

 With a methodology and framework established, the first part of understanding 

the narrative of solar energy and urban amenities is to investigate the histories of 

subjugation and conquest that impacted contemporary Morocco. This means specifically 

examining the patterns of exclusion and domination through infrastructure in the history 

of European colonialism in the 19th and 20th centuries. How has the colonial legacy of 

infrastructure access continued to repeat these patterns after independence from European 

rule? In this chapter I discuss how Morocco became a critical geopolitical region in the 

design of Europe’s ongoing colonial resource accumulation in the Middle East and the 

African continent. The colonizing powers created a politics of development whereby they 

continued to police North African countries as part of a regime of European enrichment.46   

Given the topic of this thesis, I cannot synthesize a history of Morocco and of 

European colonialism within a single chapter; instead, I illuminate the salient narrative 

within that history, namely how Moroccan cities and energy provisions developed with 

regard to urbanization in the later part of the 20th century; structural adjustment programs 

that revised Morocco’s self-determination in socioeconomic spheres; fragmentation of 
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urban society; the stratification of Moroccan society through city development; and the 

creation of new patterns of consumption that relied on political, financial, and stratified 

urban infrastructures predicated on the conquests of European colonialism.  

EUROPEAN ARRIVAL IN NORTH AFRICA 

 

 As Susan Gilson Miller argues in A History of Modern Morocco, the kingdom’s 

first interactions with Europe as a modern colonizer was through France’s attempt at total 

occupation of Algeria, with the then-Moroccan sultan’s support of Algerian resistance in 

the 1840s.47 With the retaliation that culminated in a naval attack on Tangier in 1844, the 

sultan agreed to signing treaties with France that would accept the European presence in 

Algeria, and define its borders with Morocco.48 In the decades following competition 

increased among Britain, France, and Spain for geopolitical and trade advantages. Miller, 

as well as E.D. Morel, (the English journalist and politician) propose that British interest 

in Morocco was a strategic move in relationship-building (and advantage over) other 

European nation states in colonial pursuit.49 The result were trade advantages and special-

class citizens under British naval command, with the opportunity for merchants to 

provide English goods in Moroccan markets with favorable tariffs. With Morocco now 

open to outside parties, Spain invaded the northern country, resulting in British 

intervention and a monetary settlement in Spain’s favor that nearly bankrupted 

                                                 
47 Susan Gilson Miller, A History of Modern Morocco (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 18. 
48 Ibid., 25. 
49 Ibid., 25; as well as E.D. Morel, Morocco in Diplomacy (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1912). 
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Morocco.50 Due to debt obligations to Britain and Spain, the ruling classes, also known as 

the makhzan, employed the kingdom’s agricultural wealth to refinance. Because of the 

agricultural pressures, a drought in the late 1860s, and growing foreign trade relations, 

Moroccan cities began to attract peasant populations, and as such grow exponentially 

from the 1860s onward.51  

The change in trade and urban growth coincided with the bureaucratic reforms 

under Sultans Mohammed IV and Hassan I, including modern (European modeled) 

systems of taxation, ministerial authority, and measures of inspection and regulation, 

accompanied by military reform and expansion, all executed under the makhzan.52 By the 

20th century, continued taxation reduced individuals to subjects, inciting revolts in major 

industries in city and countryside alike that resulted in a depreciation of Moroccan 

currency.53 France provided a bailout, with the trade and interest terms settling Morocco 

within its dominion.54 In the first decade of the 20th century, French military officers 

annexed Moroccan territory along the Algerian border, moving inward.  Britain’s 

agreement to France’s involvement in Morocco meant the end of colonial-backed 

independence.55 In 1906, the Algeciras Conference between the colonial powers 

concluded that the French may control Morocco in exchange for British control of Egypt, 

prompting a resource conflict with Germany.56 Following violent tensions between 
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Europeans and Moroccans, France increased its military presence the year following the 

Algeciras Conference; indeed, then Sultan 'Abd al-Hafiz signed over the Moroccan 

military to France amidst popular revolt and continued financial woes.57 As Edmund 

Burke concludes in his writing on the era before 1912, Morocco’s social segmentation—

between the makhzan, urban bourgeoisie, and popular Islamist resistance—combined 

with capitalist interventions in the foreign-ruled port cities provided the opportunity for 

French domination.58 The practice of secret diplomacy by Britain with its rival colonists 

France and Germany resulted in Morocco’s status as a French protectorate, and arguably 

in heightened tensions that incited the First World War.59  

Such conclusion is in keeping with Mitchell’s: that the First World War was about 

resource access and allocation as played out in colonial diplomacy.60 In that sense, 

colonial relations to Morocco was one of struggle for resource, not simply raw material, 

but also the market-as-resource, and finance-as-resource, opening new opportunities for 

credit control (in the debts owed to France following taxation reform), and imports for 

the new market in the kingdom. Such control of markets and finances is by extension 

employed through growing bureaucracy, and as such technology, returning to Graeber’s 

definition of human (or in his terms, poetic) technologies. 
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FRENCH PROTECTION 

  

 The Treat of Fez in 1912 marked the beginning of the French Protectorate of 

Morocco, following French military annexation in the preceding years. Chief General 

Lyautey ensured that, though Morocco would remain sovereign, it effectively existed 

under French protection, intended for civilized development using what Miller describes 

as: “a setting of power plants, railroads, concrete and steel.”61 Henri Prost, French 

architect and urbanist, redesigned every major Moroccan city, with Casablanca acting as 

a focus of experiment. He designated installing new quarters (villes nouvelles, outside the 

old medinas, or former city centers), water and sewage, and Modernist boulevards, all 

while using a hybridity of French and Moroccan design.62 Though the old municipal 

guard were left to the medinas, authority shifted to the villes nouvelles in Rabat (the 

capital) and Casablanca (currently the largest city), where the municipal services were 

under order from the French Protectorate offices.63 The era of Lyautey as resident general 

meant an apartheid, to use Janet Abu-Lughod’s term,64 where European authority lived in 

the new cities that featured the modern amenities known at the time, all while 

maintaining orientalist views of the medina as preserving traditional Morocco.65 To any 

visitor in these cities today, the distinction is clear: while the villes nouvelles uphold 

standards of infrastructure (sanitation, water access, electricity, and cleanliness) typical of 
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any European city, the medinas remain fragmented, with limited access to the same 

infrastructures designed for the European authorities. Of course, this is not consistent 

throughout all medinas, with areas of each medina in particular states of gentrification or 

heritage revitalization. In the countryside, French military deployment coincided with the 

building of roads and dams, again demonstrating the dual tactic of violence and 

infrastructure for control.66 

 Urban centers, though, were Lyautey’s prime interest, forgoing rebellion and war 

in the hinterland; indeed, the capitalization of these projects:  

such as the railroad and the electric grid […] stimulated employment and changed 

the face of the land: civic buildings residences, road construction, railroads and 

port construction, leaped upward in these years [between 1926 and 1931].67 

 

The combination of infrastructural projects, along with the land acquisition by colonist 

farmers, drought and locust problems, and the competitive agricultural mechanization 

imported from Europe, meant the beginning of rural migration into Moroccan cities in the 

1930s, and with that came the creation of bidonvilles; by 1934, half of (non-European) 

Casablanca resided in bidonvilles.68  Growing national sentiment and resistance to French 

authority manifested in the Comité d’action marocaine (CAM) and a growing circle of 

politically-inclined journals and publications, introducing the prospect of a collective and 

unified nation with a public civic life grounded in urban centers.69 Finally, in 1937, 

confrontation erupted in Meknes between the growing opposition and colonial rule: 
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[…] when the authorities announced a plan to divert part of the Oued Boufakran, 

the town’s main source of water, to settler farms. Crowdsfilled the street crying 

“Water or Death!” and “Not a drop for the settlers!”70 

 

Again, access to resource, and by extension infrastructure, becomes a critical nexus of 

revolt, here sparking massive protests in the cities against the unfair allocation to 

(European) settlers. World War II, in the re-alignment between French factions and 

American intervention, opened the possibility of Moroccan independence for the 

nationalist opposition to occupation, eventually resulting in a post-war effort on the 

French to institute further urban reforms.71 

Designing the Modernist Moroccan City 

  

 Nearing the end of the French Protectorate, Michel Ecochard, director of urban 

planning for Morocco from 1946 to 1952, with the Groupe d'Architectes Modernes 

Marocains (GAMMA) and Congrès internationaux d'architecture modern (CIAM), 

began introducing Modernist housing forms that set a new precedent for the management 

of ongoing urban growth. Urban growth rose to 232% between 1930 and 1946, becoming 

an urgent national concern.72. Ecochard and GAMMA attempted to incorporate the 

Modernist theories and the work of CIAM into the Moroccan context, hoping to address 

Rabat-Salé and Casablanca’s growing worker housing crisis. Ecochard’s notable 

contribution was the use of the neighborhood unit, described by Aziza Chaouni as being:  
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self contained and self-sufficient urban entity, composed of basic amenities 

(including educational, health and leisure facilities) and a grid of 8 m × 8 m 

housing units. Additionally, the traditional Moroccan cities’ pedestrian network 

typology of cul-de-sac access, used to protect the household’s privacy, was 

applied to the neighborhood unit.73 

 

The ensuing Service de l’urbanisme projects instigated by Ecochard, as well as fellow 

planners and architects including well-known CIAM and GAMMA members Bodiansky, 

Candilis, and Woods, were meant to act as public housing for workers on periphery of the 

growing urban centers.74 They were separated from the rest of the cities by construction-

free zones, and laid out in such a way that they were easily managed by police and 

surveillance.75 Indeed, in the bidonville of Carrière Centrale (Casablanca) the French 

military was able to violently suppress a national independence march while the 

neighborhood was being replaced by its GAMMA-designed successor.76 The divided grid 

settlements, combined with GAMMA’s Cités Verticale high-rises, created the new grid 

on the outskirts of Casablanca and in the suburbs of Rabat (see Figure 3.1).  
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Figure 3.1. The Carrière Centrale redeveloped in 1952. Source: Photothèque Rabat, taken 

from http://www.e-flux.com/journal/architecture-without-

architects%E2%80%94another-anarchist-approach/ 

 

 Ecochard’s motto of planning for the greatest number remained part of the 

Moroccan urban planning department even after he had left his position; GAMMA 

members continued to plan satellite cities using the grid and the horizontal and vertical 

building typologies (Figure 3.2). In using the grid structure to completely develop new, 

separate cities, Ecochard was able to continue the project established by Lyautey, namely 

in segregating Moroccan urbanity through the distribution and access to infrastructure.  

The Service de l’urbanisme attempted to resolve the housing crisis, while also extending 

amenities in an efficient manner that would serve the new industrial workers’ colonies. 

http://www.e-flux.com/journal/architecture-without-architects%E2%80%94another-anarchist-approach/
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/architecture-without-architects%E2%80%94another-anarchist-approach/
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The projects and methodologies of the Service de l’urbanisme continued into post-

independence Morocco, determining a process of restructuring bidonvilles, followed by 

temporary housing solutions, and finally the construction of new, large public housing 

projects.77 

 

Figure 3.2. Sidi Othman satellite city in Casablanca, showing the final (background) and 

in process (foreground) design of the Ecochard grid. Source: Aga Khan 

Trust for Culture, taken from 

http://archnet.org/collections/669/media_contents/93729 
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INDEPENDENCE 

 

 By the 1950s, the nationalist party (Istiqlal) and then-King Mohammed V began 

to actively pursue Moroccan independence, prompting French officials to exile the King 

and his family to Madagascar in 1953. By 1955, after the violent, armed battles that had 

been part of the Tunisian and Algerian liberation struggles, King Mohammed V returned 

to Morocco announcing the end to the French Protectorate. His predecessor, King Hassan 

II, ensured close relations with France, while a deteriorating battle over territory with 

Algeria soured relations with the petrol-rich nation from the 1960s onward.78 By the end 

of the 1960s, Morocco began borrowing heavily from the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) in the wake of declining industry and agriculture, adding to a continued influx of 

urban migrants.79 The war over dominion of the Western Sahara after Spanish 

relinquishment required greater infrastructural expenditures, again indicating how 

infrastructure, in particular roads and transport access, was essential to control in the 

domination of marginalized communities (here being the Sahrawi population).80 In final 

decades of the 20th century, the king, the national government, and the makhzan 

privatized public assets while accepting continued structural adjustments from the IMF, 

culminating in a European Free Trade Agreement signed in 1996.  
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 As critics of the makhzan and the royalty have noted, independence from France 

supplanted one form of centralized, bureaucratic authority for another, in spite of King 

Mohammed V’s alignment with nationalism liberated from colonial powers.81 Miller 

argues that though the current monarchy under Muhammed VI might still be the same 

Alawite dynasty that had been exiled, the colonial structures remained to its benefit, 

perpetuating elite and foreign control through privatization and imposed economic 

adjustment. The suicide bombing in Casablanca in 2003, committed by residents from the 

Sidi Moumen bidonville, indicate that although human rights reforms and slum 

management had begun in the 1950s, there still existed an insurgency growing from the 

kingdom’s inequalities. In 2011, Morocco had its own Arab Spring in the February 20th 

movement, demanding that the royalty step down, or at least step aside, for greater 

democratic and constitutional power. The February 20th movement, named after the first 

day of protests, manifested in large, well-organized, and connected youth groups 

demonstrating in the streets of Rabat and Casablanca. Though the monarchy remains ever 

in power, a new constitution was voted in the following years, with provisions for further 

divisions between monarchical and legislative authority.  

In summary, colonial agents used infrastructure, in design, engineering, and 

services, to control Morocco for foreign financial and resource benefit. That legacy 

continues today under the present makhzan elite. This chapter provides the context for the 

findings and analysis of the next two chapters, which analyze the sociotechnical and 

                                                 
81 Ibid., 217.  
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political structures that have culminated in contemporary developments in renewable 

energy and infrastructure. The contemporary developments in infrastructure and energy 

perpetuate histories of state, corporate, and hegemony seen in the last 170 years. Chapter 

4 will address Morocco’s big solar and big renewable projects, and Chapter 5 will 

provide the antithesis as to how such projects exclude marginalized communities with the 

same systemic instrumentation as the colonial project written here. 
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Chapter 4. Big Renewable: Meta-Grids and Concentrated Energy 

  

Returning to the methodological position stated in the second chapter, solar 

energy systems composed of generation, production, and consumption are never value-

free; they are created through histories of political, social, and financial negotiations to 

arrive at the projects and plans discussed in this chapter. As I argue, large solar programs 

like the Moroccan Agency for Solar Energy (MASEN)’s ambitious plans for five 

concentrated solar power plants through the kingdom (including disputed Western 

Sahara), alongside the international alliances of Desertec and the Mediterranean Solar 

Plan, draw on a framework of supply, industry, and international investment that is 

accessed only by international financial and energy bodies. They create investment 

opportunities for European and Arabian Gulf nations to secure energy exports in the long 

term, reproducing the patterns of conquest through resource and infrastructure as 

established in the previous chapter. The programs that do exist outside the scope of large-

scale, national, and international investment and distribution focus on piecemeal, rural 

and peri-urban electrification dictated by regulatory strictures. Overall, the two differing 

programs—rural and peri-urban electrification and concentrated solar—bifurcate national 

renewable energy, thereby failing the growing urban areas with compromised energy 

access (Chapter 5). 
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CONCENTRATING SOLAR POWER 

  

 By the end of this year (2015), Noor I near Ouarzazate ought to be complete and 

online.82 Noor I operates on concentrated solar power (CSP), for thermodynamic 

generation of 160 MW using parabolic troughs, like with Ain Beni Mathar plant 

described in Chapter 1. Noor I cost 1 042 € million, with a tariff rate of 1.62 dirhams,83 

financed by European banks. ACWA Power (Saudi Arabia-based, and technically the 

plant’s owners), Aries (Spain), and TSK (Spain) developed the project using German 

manufactured solar technology, with the Office of National Energy (ONE) and MASEN 

the chief customers and program managers.84 The plant is the first large-scale product of 

Morocco’s renewable energy plan, initiated by King Mohammed VI in 2009. MASEN is 

in the process of developing Noor II and III, each progressively larger in its use of 

concentrated solar. Noor II and III seek investors for completion by 2020, when Morocco 

intends to me meet its targets of 42% renewable domestic energy generation.85 The 

Moroccan energy agencies have amalgamated their investments in solar into the 

Ouarzazate complex, plus four more across the kingdom (including Ain Beni Mathar). To 

                                                 
82 Agence France Presse, “Énergie: Appel D’offres Pour La Dernière Phase Du Méga-Projet de Parc 

Solaire Noor à Ouarzazate,” News, HuffPost Maroc, (March 18, 2015), 

http://www.huffpostmaghreb.com/2015/03/18/energie-appel-offres-projet-noor-parc-solaire-

ouarzazate_n_6894046.html. 
83 Moroccan currency (henceforth notated as DH), with an exchange of 1€ to 10.95 DH at the time of 

writing. 
84 “Concentrating Solar Power Projects - NOOR I,” Agency, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 

(June 25, 2015), http://www.nrel.gov/csp/solarpaces/project_detail.cfm/projectID=270. 
85 Ministère de l’energie, des mines, de l’eau et de l’environnement Royaume de Maroc, “Les Energies 

Renouvelables Au Maroc: Stratégie et Plan D’action” (Atelier Mission Maroc, November 20, 2012). 
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understand the implications of such investment requires inquiry into the history of how 

Morocco came to develop its renewable energy initiatives. 

HISTORY OF ENERGY RESOURCE IN MOROCCO 

  

 As Sara Atouk at the University of Sherbrooke points out, the national 

government of Morocco began privatizing its energy capacities in the 1990s, specifically 

in opening the market to private electricity companies and private gas and oil 

distribution.86 Residents in the kingdom continued to experience high electricity bills due 

to the imports upon which the kingdom’s energy strategy relied. The 2000s saw effects of 

climate change, namely desertification, drought, forest fires, and devastating flooding, 

particularly in Tétouan in 2000 and Casablanca in 2010.87 As Atouk points out, many of 

these effects come from rural Morocco’s use of firewood as a source of energy, 

representing 88 percent of total consumption of wood in Morocco.88 Reliance on 

firewood and coal had detrimental effects on the air quality across the kingdom, 

culminating in the King’s decree to establish a Charter for the Preservation of the 

Environment and Sustainable Development in 2010.89  According to the charter, losses 

from environmental degradation are estimated at 13 billion DH (~91.5 € million), or 3.7 

                                                 
86 Sara Atouk, “Les Énergies renouvelables et les populations rurales pauvres: le cas du Maroc” 

(Université de Sherbrooke, 2013), 

https://www.usherbrooke.ca/environnement/fileadmin/sites/environnement/documents/Essais_2013/Atouk_

S__2013-07-17_.pdf. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ibid. 
89 Amina Benkhadra, “Mobilisation pour une croissance verte au Maroc,” Annales des Mines - 

Responsabilité et environnement 61, no. 1 (2011): 25, doi:10.3917/re.061.0025. 
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percent of Morocco’s Gross National Product.90 The Charter is resolutely clear that it 

conforms to international accords, specifically United Nations conventions on Climate 

Change, Desertification, Biodiversity, among others.91 Energy is not explicitly 

mentioned, referring more generally to prevention and rehabilitation of the environmental 

issues. That said, almost simultaneously Morocco signed into law its three renewable 

energy bills in 2010: Loi 57-09, creating MASEN to develop and direct Morocco’s 

major, centralized renewable program (the five major solar plants, among other projects, 

including a wind power program), as well as establish public-private opportunities, 

investment opportunities, and research and development.92 Loi 16-09 transformed the 

former CDER (Centre de Développement des Énergies Renouvelables au Maroc) into the 

ADEREE (Agence nationale pour le développement des énergies renouvelables et de 

l’efficacité énergétique), intended to direct the regulations, finances, and legislation 

related renewable energy in the kingdom.93 Finally, Loi 13-09 dictates the Moroccan 

energy program as a whole, tying renewable energy to Morocco’s sustainable 

development, as well as to open renewable energy to private investors, manufacturers, 

                                                 
90 “Charte Nationale de L’environnement et Du Développement Durable,” Agency, (2011), 

http://www.chartenvironnement.ma/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=121&Itemid=213&l

ang=fr. 
91 Ibid. 
92 “Loi No 57-09 Portant Création de La Société «Moroccan Agency for Solar Energy»” (Royaume du 

Maroc Ministère de l’Energie, des Mines, de l’Eau et de l’Environnement, June 2010), 

http://www.mem.gov.ma/SiteAssets/PdfDocumentation/LoiMASEN.pdf. 
93 “Loi No 16-09 Relative à l’Agence Nationale Pour Le Développement Des énergies Renouvelables et de 

L’efficacité énergétiques” (Royaume du Maroc Ministère de l’Energie, des Mines, de l’Eau et de 

l’Environnement, June 2010), http://www.mem.gov.ma/SiteAssets/PdfDocumentation/LoiADEREE.pdf. 
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distributers, and developers.94 All three laws make explicit provisions, either as a clause 

or article, for Euro-Mediterranean export, especially upon meeting the Moroccan goals of 

2020. All laws reference phasing out fossil fuels, either through reductions in importing 

petrol and gas, new generation capacities, or through private/private-public market 

options for individuals who still use coal and wood burning energy. In all, within the past 

15 years the king and national government of Morocco has developed an environmental 

protection program tied to a renewable energy strategy acting through three specific 

agencies: MASEN, ADEREE, and ONE. The three are to reduce dependence on foreign 

energy; to reduce the harmful effects of wood and coal; and to open new investment 

opportunities in the sector, with very few mentions to extending energy access. 

SOLAR CAPACITIES & ENERGY CONNECTIONS 

Morocco’s solar program follows that its high irradiation (Figure 4.1) can meet its 

continually growing energy demand (Figure 4.2). But alongside this logic exists a second 

logic that has been touched on in the legal documents mentioned above, and then more 

explicitly in MASEN and the Ministère de l’Energie, des Mines, de l’Eau et de 

l’Environnement (MEMEE) project documents, investor and public presentations, and 

feasibility studies: the export of Moroccan solar energy, in particular after the 2020 targets 

have been met. Within the same project document published by MEMEE is the delineation 

of export connections to Europe (Figure. 4.3).  

                                                 
94 “Loi No 13-09 Relative Aux énergies Renouvelables” (Royaume du Maroc Ministère de l’Energie, des 

Mines, de l’Eau et de l’Environnement, June 2010), 

http://www.finances.gov.ma/Docs/2013/depp/loi%20Energies%20renouvelables.pdf. 
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Figure 4.1. Moroccan solar irradiation values, with over 3 000 hours of sunshine per year. 

Source: “Le Marché de L’énergie électrique Au Maroc” (Office National de 

l’Électricité et de l’Eau Potable: Branche Électricité, 2013), 

http://marokko.ahk.de/fileadmin/ahk_marokko/2013_Events/Biomasse_06-

2013/2013-06-25_Presentation_ONEE__Mode_de_compatibilite_.pdf. 

 

http://marokko.ahk.de/fileadmin/ahk_marokko/2013_Events/Biomasse_06-2013/2013-06-25_Presentation_ONEE__Mode_de_compatibilite_.pdf
http://marokko.ahk.de/fileadmin/ahk_marokko/2013_Events/Biomasse_06-2013/2013-06-25_Presentation_ONEE__Mode_de_compatibilite_.pdf
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Figure 4.2. Energy demand growth from 2002 to 2012, averaged to an increase of 7.2%. 

Reasons given for the demand: greater rural access to the grid, 

developments in major industries, and general increase on quality of life. 

Source: “Le Marché de L’énergie électrique Au Maroc” (Office National de 

l’Électricité et de l’Eau Potable: Branche Électricité, 2013), 

http://marokko.ahk.de/fileadmin/ahk_marokko/2013_Events/Biomasse_06-

2013/2013-06-25_Presentation_ONEE__Mode_de_compatibilite_.pdf. 
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Figure 4.3. Infrastructural connections to Europe and to Algeria for energy export along 

high voltage direct current (HVDC) lines. Source: “Le Marché de L’énergie 

électrique Au Maroc” (Office National de l’Électricité et de l’Eau Potable: 

Branche Électricité, 2013), 

http://marokko.ahk.de/fileadmin/ahk_marokko/2013_Events/Biomasse_06-

2013/2013-06-25_Presentation_ONEE__Mode_de_compatibilite_.pdf. 

 

 Indeed, Morocco currently possesses the only connection to the European grid 

through a 1400MV line to Spain, mainly used to import electricity from Spain, though 

with some small export during demand peaks in the year.95 Such high irradiation, 

potential market expansion (from growing demand), and international infrastructure have 

                                                 
95 Wolfram Lacher and Dennis Kumetat, “The Security of Energy Infrastructure and Supply in North 

Africa: Hydrocarbons and Renewable Energies in Comparative Perspective,” Energy Policy 39, no. 8 

(August 2011): 4466–78, doi:10.1016/j.enpol.2010.10.026. 

 

http://marokko.ahk.de/fileadmin/ahk_marokko/2013_Events/Biomasse_06-2013/2013-06-25_Presentation_ONEE__Mode_de_compatibilite_.pdf
http://marokko.ahk.de/fileadmin/ahk_marokko/2013_Events/Biomasse_06-2013/2013-06-25_Presentation_ONEE__Mode_de_compatibilite_.pdf
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been noticed by the European parties interested in seeing Moroccan solar energy succeed: 

over the last ten years, the international agencies Desertec Industrial Initiative (DII) and 

Mediterranean Solar Plan (MSP) foresaw European-Moroccan connections as a potential 

energy base for Europe, or as a site for capital investment to secure that energy later on. 

International Speculation 

 

 The two agencies and initiatives mentioned above intended to create a meta-grid, 

or rather an electrical grid through high voltage direct current (HVDC) connections that 

would allow energy to be imported to the northern Mediterranean (European) countries. 

Marks explained how Desertec in Algeria proposed a neocolonial agenda, where Algeria 

was reduced to its basic territory of resources, in this case renewable instead of the 

petroleum that attracted European conquest in the previous century.96 Unlike Algeria, 

however, Morocco was the only North African country actively interested in the Desertec 

Initiative.97 Desertec’s original goal was to meet 15 percent of Europe’s energy needs 

through large scale renewable energy, coming almost exclusively from North Africa 

(Figure 4.4). The Desertec Foundation was founded in 2009 by the German Association 

of the Club of Rome, and by 2010, the Desertec Industrial Initiative (DII) had 18 

                                                 
96 Kristi Katherine Marks, “Algeria Viewed from Nowhere?: Bringing Geospatial Visualization into the 

Cartogrraphic Black Boxes of Desertec’s ‘Clean Power from Deserts’” (University of Texas at Austin, 

2010). 
97 Ibid. 
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stakeholders, almost all European financial or energy agencies, aiming to develop the 

conditions needed to meet their goal.98  

 

Figure 4.4. Desertec Industrial Initiative’s map of North Africa and Europe. Though there 

are generator connections located in Europe, the focus of the project was 

never exporting to North Africa. From the CSP symbols located between 

Algeria and Morocco, DII indicates the amount of surface area necessary to 

power the world, then Europe, then North Africa. Source: Desertec 

Foundation: 

http://www.desertec.org/fileadmin/downloads/press/DESERTEC-Map.zip 

                                                 

98 Kerstin Fritzsche, Driss Zejli, and Dennis Tänzler, “The Relevance of Global Energy Governance for 

Arab Countries: The Case of Morocco,” Energy Policy 39, no. 8 (August 2011): 4497–4506, 

doi:10.1016/j.enpol.2010.11.042. 

 

http://www.desertec.org/fileadmin/downloads/press/DESERTEC-Map.zip
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 Despite Desertec’s recent shift toward “smart mix renewable energies” (using the 

website’s terms) and acting as an educational platform for the concept itself, concentrated 

solar power in North Africa is still its primary strategy.99 Unsurprisingly, failure in 

securing financial and political momentum has resulted in a change in tone on Desertec’s 

website and documents, from realization toward education. On October 14, 2014, most of 

the Initiative’s shareholders withdrew their backing.100 Saudi Arabia's ACWA Power 

remained as one of shareholders, the same company that currently owns Noor I in 

Ouarzazate. At 400 € billion in cost, and with Europe’s own growing developments in 

domestic renewables, the meta-grid envisioned in Figure 4.4 struck the shareholders as 

too risky an investment.101 

 The Mediterranean Solar Plan (MSP), devised by the Union for the Mediterranean 

(a partnership between 43 countries on both sides of the Sea) in 2008, had the similar 

goal of achieving 20 GW of renewable energy by 2020.102 For perspective, that would be 

20 000 MW of energy generation, equal to 125 Noor I plants. MSP’s estimates for the 

project is 320 € billion, less than Desertec’s.103 MSP acts to fulfill the European Union’s 

Directive 2009/28 Article 9, which states: 

                                                 
99 “DESERTEC Foundation: Concept,” Desertec Foundation, accessed October 18, 2015, 

http://www.desertec.org/en/concept/. 
100 Christoph Steitz, Jens Hack, and Maria Sheahan, “Desertec Shareholders Jump Ship as Solar Project 

Folds | Reuters,” News, Reuters, (October 14, 2014), http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/10/14/germany-

desertec-idUSL6N0S535V20141014. 
101 Ibid.  
102 “The Mediterranean Solar Plan as a Euro-MEediterranean Vector of Integration and Economic 

Development” (European Institute of the Mediterranean, May 12, 2010), 

http://www.iemed.org/publicacions/historic-de-publicacions/documentsiemed/the-mediterranean-solar-

plan-as-a-euro-mediterranean-vector-of-integration-and-economic-development. 
103 Ibid. 
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The European Council of March 2007 reaffirmed the Community’s commitment 

to the Community-wide development of energy from renewable sources beyond 

2010. It endorsed a mandatory target of a 20 % share of energy from renewable 

sources in overall Community energy consumption by 2020[…]104 

 

MSP’s focus is squarely on infrastructural connections in order to generate energy for 

Europe. Its proposal neglects how the projects would develop within the North African 

countries; what kind of domestic engineering might be required; or how to meet those 

countries’ domestic needs.105 Whereas Desertec originally operated as potential business 

for banks and energy producers represented as shareholders, MSP was the political 

equivalent: it brought together the Mediterranean governments in a diplomatic sphere of 

energy policy. In both cases, the stated ambition was to secure renewable energy sources 

from North African countries, employing and increasing the Moroccan-Spanish HVDC 

connection. In both cases there is only passing reference to the potential trade benefits 

possible for Morocco. MSP and DII forgo all mention of Morocco’s own domestic solar 

energy ambitions. Such is the argument made by Mitchell in the development of 

petroleum in the Middle East from the 19th century onward; he states that: “it is not 

unusual for large corporations to avoid the risks of markets by establishing oligopolies or 

exclusive territories of operation.”106 Indeed, the conglomeration of MSP and DII pose 

                                                 
104 “Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on the 

Promotion of the Use of Energy from Renewable Sources and Amending and Subsequently Repealing 

Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC,” Legal, EUR-Lex Access to European Union Law, (April 23, 

2009), http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32009L0028. 
105 Kerstin Fritzsche, Driss Zejli, and Dennis Tänzler, “The Relevance of Global Energy Governance for 

Arab Countries: The Case of Morocco,” Energy Policy 39, no. 8 (August 2011): 4497–4506, 

doi:10.1016/j.enpol.2010.11.042. 
106 Timothy Mitchell, Carbon Democracy: Political Power in the Age of Oil, 2nd Revised (Verso, 2013), 

204. 
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neocolonial consortia of multiple, European-based operations in the attempt to secure a 

new field of technology that is concentrated not only in the sense of its development, but 

in its operation. By investing in concentrated solar power plants and creating meta-grids, 

DII and MSP would reserve access to solar energy based on their collective investments 

and political regulations. Mitchell concludes, ironically enough, that:  

[…] the European model of distributed and networked renewable energy 

production, based on transforming every household and business into a producer 

of its own energy and a generator of small surpluses, has a greater democratic 

potential […]107 

 

This is one reason why European investors have begun to back away from such solar 

programs for their own end uses. In reviewing the domestic capacities being developed, 

however, their influence still dominates, as explored in the next section. 

MASEN, SIE, AND BIG DOMESTIC SOLAR 

  

 While international initiatives like the ones described may have stalled, 

Morocco’s own solar energy capacities continue to grow, like with the near-complete 

Noor I, with the Office national de l’électricité et de l’eau potable (ONEE) completing its 

connection to the high voltage grid with a 225 kV kilovolt line.108 The Kfw 

Bankengruppe (German), the World Bank, African Development Bank (BAD), the Clean 

Technology Fund, the European Investment Bank, and French Development Agency 

                                                 
107 Ibid., 267. 
108 K.M., “Plan Solaire Noor I Raccordé Au Réseau électrique - Leconomiste.com,” News, L’economiste, 

(March 3, 2015), http://www.leconomiste.com/article/969249-plan-solaire-noor-i-raccorde-au-reseau-

electrique. 
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have all proposed funding for Noor II and Noor III, also in Ouarzazate.109 Approved by 

MASEN this year (2015), Acwa Power, with the Spanish company Sener, are set to 

develop and build the remaining Ouarzazate installations, to the cost of $2.67 billion 

USD, resulting in a combined generation capacity of 350MW.110 In the overall financing 

of the concentrated solar plants being developed, Morocco owns 25% of the projects 

through its financial branch, the Société d'Investissements Energétiques (Figure 4.5). For 

Noor I, 265.78 € million of the 1.04 € billion comes from domestic investment; the rest is 

from the European or international lenders already mentioned. In Noor I’s project 

document (published by the African Development Bank) there are repeated mentions of 

the end goal being to reach energy markets in the European Union: “Ultimately, it [Noor 

I] will enable Morocco to sell to Europe renewable energy at remunerative prices and 

foreign currencies, having a positive impact on its trade balance.”111 Noor I operates 

within a Moroccan energy strategy that includes: “integrating the regional energy market 

through increased cooperation and exchange with the EU and other Maghreb countries.112 

Finally, the project report states that: 

Morocco has a unique comparative advantage through its proximity to markets 

with a strong appetite for green electricity and electricity interconnection with 

                                                 
109 “Plan Solaire Marocain : 17 Milliards DH Pour Financer Noor II et Noor III,” News, Aujourd’hui, (July 

20, 2015), http://www.aujourdhui.ma/maroc/economie/plan-solaire-marocain-17-milliards-dh-pour-

financer-noor-ii-et-noor-iii-119873#.VhgIhvlViko. 
110 Nasser Djama, “Le Saoudien Acwa Power Adjudicataire Des Projets Solaires Géants Marocains Noor II 

et Noor III,” News, L’Usine Nouvelle, (January 12, 2015), http://www.usinenouvelle.com/article/le-

saoudien-acwa-power-adjudicataire-des-projets-solaires-geants-marocains-noor-ii-et-noor-iii.N307196. 
111 Projet: Centrale Solaire d’Ouarzazate - Phase I” (Banque Africaine de développement, April 2012), 

http://www.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/afdb/Documents/Project-and-Operations/Maroc_-

_RE_Projet_Ouarzazate_I_.pdf. (translation my own). 
112 Ibid. 
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European countries. However, the project presented to the Bank financing is a 

first phase which is not intended for export.113 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Diagram of the financial mechanisms in developing the Moroccan solar 

energy program. Source: Mohammed Tawfik Mouline, “La Securité 

énergétique Du Maroc: État Des Lieux et Perspectives” (Institut Royal des 

Études Stratégiques, March 6, 2012), 

http://www.ires.ma/sites/default/files/rencontresetdebats/pdf_presentation_d

g_ires_energie_vff-2.pdf. 

The end goals for the Noor projects are equal parts local energy generation for Morocco 

and export industry to the investor nations that control the project financially. There is 

also the added complication that MASEN intends to develop two future concentrated 

solar power sites in the Western Sahara, a disputed territory that has requested (and been 

forcefully denied) sovereignty independent from Morocco—a sovereignty recognized by 

                                                 
113 Ibid. 
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the United Nations (Figure 4.6). In this case, the investors, and MASEN, implicitly take 

part in the continued neocolonial domination of the Western Sahara, dictating an energy 

program upon its territory.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. The five concentrated solar power plants as part of MASEN’s energy 

program. Noujdour and Foum Al Ouad are both located within Western 

Sahara. Source: Ministère de l’energie, des mines, de l’eau et de 

l’environnement Royaume de Maroc, “Les Energies Renouvelables Au 

Maroc: Stratégie et Plan D’action” (Atelier Mission Maroc, November 20, 

2012). 

Analysis 

 

The sunk investments made in the last five years, and the same investments 

dedicated for the next five, recall Lovins’ argument that hard technologies like 

concentrated solar power plants are not accessible to their users by virtue of existing 
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within fixed, regulated, and centrally controlled authority.114 They negate context in favor 

of producing a static good that is exportable, in this case through high voltage electrical 

grids that connect with the European market.  The multi-billion Euro projects part of the 

MASEN plan are comparable to expenses faced in the development of any other kind of 

renewable energy, ensuring enormous debt obligations for MASEN and SIE; such 

obligations collate that the projects develop according to the export ambitions written into 

the contracts and financial structures. While Morocco historically escaped the petroleum 

exploitation that marked Algeria’s relationship to Europe, it has embedded its renewable 

capacities in a comparable system of debt- and infrastructure-backed obligation to long 

term exportation.  Still, Morocco possesses smaller, more flexible solar energy programs, 

mainly directed at addressing rural electrification, though operating on a much smaller 

scale. 

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION 

 

 Beginning in 1995, Morocco’s Global Rural Electrification Program (PERG) 

began through the Office national d’électricité (ONE). By 2009, before MASEN existed, 

35 086 villages had electricity; rural village electrification reached 97.2 percent by that 

year.115 Programs like Témasol, Isofotón Maroc, and Chourouk, use micro-grids and 

photovoltaic installation (prior to the deep decline in cost of such installations in 2014-

                                                 
114 Amory Lovins, Soft Energy Paths: Toward a Durable Peace (New York, N.Y.: Harper Colophon 

Books; Harper and Row, 1979). 

 
115 “Le Programme D’électrification Rurale Global Au Maroc,” NGO, Agence Française de 

Développement, (July 2012), http://www.afd.fr/home/AFD/developpement-durable/DD-et-

strategies/rioplus20/projets-rio20/electrification-maroc. 
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2015) to increase rural access to electricity. Chourouk, overseen by the ONE, intends to 

extend the same concept of PERG to peri-urban Casanblanca, in Til Mellil, with 1 024 

photovoltaic panels at 45 WC, ultimately capable of powering 120 homes while charging 

the energy produced on the low voltage network.116 ONE agents install the solar panels, 

costing approximately 100 000 DH.117 The program Jiha Tinou puts elected officials and 

community authority first in establishing energy programs in rural areas, installing energy 

efficient alternatives or renewable generation means to be managed collectively, while 

still negotiating projects through the ADEREE (Figure 4.7).118  

                                                 
116 Maghreb Arabe Presse, “L’ONE Inaugure à Tit Mellil La Première Microcentrale Solaire - Archive,” 

News, Yabiladi, accessed October 9, 2015, http://www.yabiladi.com/article-economie-1200.html. 
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Yabiladi, accessed October 9, 2015, http://www.yabiladi.com/article-economie-1659.html. 
118 “Jiha Tinou – Stratégie Territoriale En Matière de Développement énergétique 

Durable,” Agency, Agence Nationale Pour Le Devéloppement Des Energies 

Renouvelables et de l’Efficacité Energétique, accessed October 13, 2015, 

http://www.aderee.ma/index.php/fr/expertise/programmes-integres/programme-jiha-

tinou. 
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Figure 4.7. Jiha Tinou methodology, where information access, knowledge transfer, and 

local governance each make up how Jiha Tinou renewable energy/efficiency 

projects will be selected and administered using funds secured by the state 

for the local collective. Source: ”Jiha Tinou: Strategie Territoriale de 

l’ADEREE En Matière D’energies Renouvelables et D’efficacité 

énergétique” (Agence Nationale pour le Développement des Energies 

Renouvelables et de l’Efficacité Energétique, October 17, 2012), 

http://cemagas.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/proramme-enr-maroc-Jiha-

Tinou_Concept.pdf. 
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FINDINGS: BIFURCATED ENERGY 

 

 Though the alternatives to concentrated power have had their own success in 

Morocco, they are all nevertheless projects vetted through application, regulation, and 

selection by criteria to meet the standards of investment. For bidonvilles within major 

cities lacking in stable energy access, the inability to fulfill criteria, like a stable political 

local community, meeting benchmarks, and submitting to audits, means an exclusion 

from the programs that have emerged from serving a rural population that is migrating 

ever-increasingly to the Casablanca-Rabat urban axis. Morocco has bifurcated its 

renewable energy strategy into the concentrated program from which MASEN was 

created, and the distributed energy programs that have successfully extended 

electrification to the kingdom’s rural areas, each with their own specific design to meet 

their specific target. MASEN, SIE, Desertec and the Mediterranean Solar Plan all 

envision exportation at the objective of concentrated solar power, with no provisions for 

access. Jiha Tinou, PERG, and other rural programs use distributed power, but only 

outside of city centers. The following chapter addresses how urban poverty in Morocco’s 

biggest city, Casablanca, falls between these two targets as a liminal energy demand 

served neither by the expansion of a concentrated system of renewable energy, nor by the 

distribution of rural and peri-urban micro-grid photovoltaics. 
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Chapter 5. Uneven Urban Provisions: Geographies of Power in Access 

and Agency 

 

In examining infrastructural investments in Moroccan cities, the concentration of 

finance, political power, and social authority since the 1980s exists outside the direct 

interest of the residents of bidonvilles because they exert no control over urban public 

projects. This argument applies both to the development of post-colonial Casablanca as 

well as the national energy program described in the previous chapter. Bogaert proposes 

that:  

The national slum program is one example of how new frontiers of capital 

accumulation are explored and exploited by the setting up of specific 

governmental arrangements and modalities of state intervention.119 

 

Bogaert’s argument extends to public services like energy infrastructure, as well as urban 

megaprojects like ports, tram systems, and boulevards, all acting more as opportunities 

for foreign investment than amenities intended for the good of Moroccan cities.120 The 

pattern of public control for private interest recreates the same pattern that defined 

colonial relations under Lyautey in the French Protectorate era (Chapter 3). In French 

Protectorate Morocco there existed the Maroc utile and Maroc inutile, the useful and the 

useless Morocco, where one served the purpose to increase trade, export, and market 
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creation through the connection of the hinterland to the ports for French benefit, and the 

other acted as rural resistance to Moroccan modernization.121 Likewise, there now exists 

a Maroc utile that is able to generate the capital and investment projects overseen by 

public and royal authorities, and a Maroc inutile that produces radical Islam, terrorism, 

and an unprofitable occupation of central urban real estate.122 The Maroc inutile resides 

in the bidonvilles of Casablanca, where citizens are without land rights or infrastructural 

accommodations. 

This chapter investigates specifically Morocco’s national slum program, Villes 

sans bidonvilles programme (VSBP), and how housing relocation and the eradication of 

blight does not reduce systemic poverty, but rather exercises the ability to control, move, 

and mitigate marginalized groups. Such control functions to both prevent challenge to 

political authority, and to enfold said groups into market systems that have more to do 

with financial gain than with agency in the democratic process of shaping the city.123 

VSBP replaces the former initiatives to extend electrical infrastructure to existing 

bidonvilles that had been attempted in Casablanca, instead proposing demolition and 

relocation as the first objective.  Indeed, technical solutions to continued demographic 

problems (namely in the urban growth coinciding with urban poverty) dictate the 

development of post-Protectorate urban Morocco, thereby continuing the established 
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colonial project of building new markets for private, foreign-backed interests. The result 

has been continued civil unrest in cities, inciting the riots in 1981, the terrorist attacks 

that prompted the creation of VSBP in 2003, and Morocco’s Arab Spring in the February 

20 movement in 2011.124  

VILLES SANS BIDONVILLES 

 

 From the 1980s onward, Morocco began implementing austerity measures and 

structural adjustment programs intended to benefit international trade, inflating the costs 

of basic goods, namely bread and sugar. The result was the 1981 bread riots, which 

prompted the era of national security concerns regarding bidonvilles.125 In 2003, Islamic 

terrorists who resided in the Sidi Mumen slum of Casablanca attacked the city center with 

explosives, killing 45.126 The suicide bombings marked a national shift to what Bogaert 

calls the roll out of state development in the bidonvilles (as compared to the roll back era 

between 1981 and 2003), “which attempted to regulate and manage the slum population 

as such, through new modalities of state intervention.”127 From 1981 to 2003, the national 

planning authorities practiced roll back development by segregating and subdividing 
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existing Casablanca bidonvilles by constructing highways and major boulevards like the 

A3 highway and the Royal Avenue, all while centralizing authority over planning into the 

Schema Directeur de l’Aménagement du Territoire with the express objective to 

securitize the city.128 Likewise, Casablanca, as with many of the other big cities in 

Morocco including Rabat-Salé, were divided into prefectures under the Wilaya system, 

with a Wali for each prefecture appointed by the king as a territorial governor.129 Indeed, 

the new forms of governance and administration in Casablanca were intended as 

templates for Moroccan cities generally; the city had been, since colonial times, 

considered an urban laboratory, while possessing the highest rates of slum dwellers at 30 

percent of its urban residents during the period.130 Despite the restructuring, slum 

settlements across Morocco still grew at 6 percent annually from 1996 to 2001, with one-

third of the kingdom’s urban population living in poor shelter due to the inability to 

access affordable housing.131  

 In 2004, the year following the attacks in Casablanca, King Mohammed VI 

announced the Villes Sans Bidonvilles Programme, specifically aimed at eradicating all 

bidonvilles in 85 cities, and to improve the lives its residents.132 By 2010, Morocco had 

received the UN Habitat award for its “fight against substandard housing, which aims in 
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particular slum reduction in cities and urban centers.”133 VSBP was again executed from 

High Royal Orders with express ambition set on achieving the United Nations 

Millennium Goals, intending to meet the eradication of 362 327 bidonville households 

using an investment of 25 billion DH and a state subsidy of 10 billion DH. Citing again 

the kingdom’s public documentation, eradication, displacement, and demolition are the 

utmost priority in VSBP. Quoting from the official bidonville reduction report in 2010: 

Between 2003 and 2009, public land was the subject of a strong mobilization, 

opening the urbanization of nearly 9,000 ha intended in particular to upgrading 

operations and prevention of slums and that to the realization of clusters and new 

cities.134 

 

From its documentation, one of the key objectives VSBP met was opening land to 

development, shifting the operations from previous eras of slum management to potential 

zones of investment. In terms of technical tools to address areas in need of work, and 

likewise to document where VSPBP succeeded, the Ministry of Housing, Urban Planning 

and Urban Policy uses satellite imagery in slum management.135 Al Omrane, the holding 

company that has been charged with much of the execution of VSBP, uses such imagery 

as part of its own reports to highlight successes (Figure 5.1).  In accordance with VSBP’s 

objective of slum eradication, Al Omrane’s satellite imagery exposes not changes in the 

lives affected, or even new opportunities that have emerged from eradication, but simply 

the open space now available where there was formerly blight. Such imagery perpetuates 

Marks argument put forth in Desertec’s operations in Algeria: technical operations view 
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marginalized populations from nowhere, using abstract representation of successes and 

opportunities while erasing the social existences that existed prior.136 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Al Omrane’s satellite photographs, where eradication of the slums (top row) 

may be compared to the cleared sites on the bottom row. Source: “Al 

Omrane: Leading Actor for Settlements Upgrading” (UN Habitant and Al 

Omrane, July 2010), 

http://mirror.unhabitat.org/downloads/docs/9117_8087_Al_OmraneGroup_

Morocco.pdf. 

 

 VSBP has been effective in reducing the numbers of slum households since 2004. 

In the same report mentioned above, VSBP has reduced the percentage of bidonville 
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households from 8.2 percent to 3.9 percent, affecting over 1 million inhabitants, and 

declaring 45 out of the targeted 85 cities slum-free.137 VSBP included cellules 

d’accompagnement social (social aid centers, abbreviated to CAS), meant to assist and 

inform bidonville residents on how to transition to new social housing. That said, there is 

still growing urbanization for the kingdom, contributing to the ongoing crisis for urban 

housing, as  detailed by the Royaume du Maroc’s Conseil Economique, Social et 

Environnemental in a 2014 report on sustainable cities.138 Projections continue to rise for 

Morocco’s urban metropoles (Figure 5.2), and there remains a deficit of 840 000 houses, 

with 30 percent of the urban population living in poor, unsanitary quarters lacking 

services like electricity.139 In assessing the environmental conditions of Moroccan cities, 

the report states: “the realization of public services intended in the urban planning 

documents for Moroccan cities rarely exceeded 20% depending on the city.”140 With 

respect to the costs to residents for resettlement and relocation: 15 000 DH to 20 000 DH 

(roughly $1 500 to $2 000 USD) for resettlement, and 60 000 DH to 80 000 DH for 

relocation (roughly $6 100 to $8 100 USD).141 
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Figure 5.2. Urban population projection, with the 2014 percentage and the projected 2030 

percentage. Source: “Villes Durables: Enjeux environnementaux et 

perspectives” (Royaume du Maroc: Conseil Economique, Social et 

Environnemental, February 26, 2014), 

http://www.ces.ma/Documents/Evenementiel/Atelier-Gouvernance-urbaine-

26022014/Villes%20Durables-

Enjeux%20environnementaux%20et%20perspectives.pdf. 

 

http://www.ces.ma/Documents/Evenementiel/Atelier-Gouvernance-urbaine-26022014/Villes%20Durables-Enjeux%20environnementaux%20et%20perspectives.pdf
http://www.ces.ma/Documents/Evenementiel/Atelier-Gouvernance-urbaine-26022014/Villes%20Durables-Enjeux%20environnementaux%20et%20perspectives.pdf
http://www.ces.ma/Documents/Evenementiel/Atelier-Gouvernance-urbaine-26022014/Villes%20Durables-Enjeux%20environnementaux%20et%20perspectives.pdf
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Despite both national and European financing for the VSBP totaling 25 billion 

DH,142 the costs to inhabitants to participate in the programme through resettlement and 

relocation are high; annual family income in the bidonvilles of nearby Rabat-Salé is 

roughly 4 000 DH. The cheapest resettlement option is nearly four times greater than that 

income.143 It is also worth noting that from the same study by Balbo and Navez-

Bouchanine, 90 percent of bidonville residents owned their domiciles, even if the land 

which they occupied was not sanctioned by the city authorities, thereby complicating 

relocation for those with tenuous land claims.144 Navez-Bouchanine also details how 

under the new policies, bidonville residents must decide between their present conditions 

without support, or to relocate to the outskirts of the cities where amenities, family 

networks, and informal sector employment are lacking.145 There does exist a microcredit 

institution that has paired with VSBP and Al Omrane since 2004, FOGARIM, which 

allows for a maximum of 200 000 DH at a 6 percent interest rate.146 However, only 25 

percent of bidonville inhabitants have bank accounts.147 Because FOGARIM is not 

limited strictly to bidonville dwellers, they share only 10 percent of the loans awarded 
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since the program began.148 In relocation, the apartments offered are often inadequate, 

small, of poor building quality, and located outside urban centers away from informal 

sector work.149 In addition, the new housing offered by Al Omrane has not been able to 

meet the needs of the truly destitute living in bidonvilles because of the challenges in 

meeting the bank and funding demands, leaving the housing options available to urban 

classes from lower to middle income who can afford it. Such a strategy has allowed Al 

Omrane to operate “up to 30 percent profit while the international norm is 10 percent.”150 

MEGAPROJECTS IN THE CONTROL FOR THE MOROCCAN CITY 

 

 Given the nature of the VSBP described, academics evaluating Morocco’s urban 

policies cite how the megaprojects have come to define city development toward private-

interest and foreign financial gain. Berthal and Vignal describe megaprojects as large 

developments with investments of over a billion dollars, requiring public-private 

institutional arrangements for generating future development.151 In his documentary My 

Makhzen and Me, director Nadir Bouhmouch describes how the February 20th movement 

in Morocco not only demanded constitutional and state reform for greater democratic 

freedoms, but also denounced the economic circumstances that profit the makhzan at the 
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cost of the lower and middle classes, educated and uneducated alike.152 The megaprojects 

of the last thirty years manifest those inequalities.153 The history of Moroccan 

megaprojects begin with the Grand Mosque of Casablanca in 1993; then, the Bouregreg 

housing and neighborhood project in Rabat beginning in 2006; Tanger Med, one of the 

biggest ports in the Mediterranean, coming online in 2007;154 and the opening of 

Casablanca’s new tramway system in 2014 alongside the high speed rail connecting 

Casablanca with Rabat.155 While civil unrest erupted in the streets in 2011, Arabian Gulf, 

European, and makhzan investors continued to stratify Casablanca and Rabat through 

megaprojects intended for tourism, trade, and real estate development. Simultaneously, 

Al Omrane and the urban planners of the same cities continued to eradicate slums in the 

central neighborhoods.  

 Jamila Bargach describes the growth of bidonvilles as the rural-ization or rura-

banization of Moroccan cities156 since they began in the 1920s, occupying territory next 

to the factories in Morocco’s growing manufacturing industries where rural migrants 
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came in search of work.157 Similarly, distinguishing between the urban and rural does not 

hold as a solid division within Morocco given the flux of migrants to cities, but also 

because of the linkages—infrastructural, financial, institutional—that connect cities and 

the hinterland.158 As such, MASEN, with the Noor installations in Ouarzazate, operate 

like megaprojects that have marked Casablanca and other Moroccan cities since the 

1990s: a megaproject that is set on development for international profit as the final 

objective. While bidonvilles in Casablanca still lack in stable and secure electricity, 

MASEN has established a major electrification system intended for export in the future 

while reducing domestic industrial consumption of petrol products. Lydec, one of the 

agencies for bidonville upgrading before VSBP, had effective operations in extending the 

electrical network to bidonville inhabitants. Their operations worked by: adapting to the 

architecture of the quarters in which they were working; hiring community 

representatives to develop subassembly of electrical networks that could connect up to 

twenty homes; and metering through the representative and subassembly.159 In 2004, on 

the advent of VSBP, Lydec had managed to extend electricity to 30 000 households in 

bidonvilles, at a cost of 50 DH a month to those households for access, thereby replacing 

the use of coal and petrol generators as well as dangerous clandestine connections.160  
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ANALYSIS OF URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE: RIGHT TO THE CITY 

 

 The culmination of these phenomena and their intersection with slum 

management in Casablanca is what Harvey161 and Davis162 call neoliberalism: the 

financial market, specifically the international market, precedes citizen interest through 

political authority. The result is that public goods—in this case, solar energy, and urban 

land occupation—become private commodities that may be sold. As Davis describes in 

his work on slums, the peripheries of cities the world over have become the urban exile, 

where problematic citizens are sent when they stand in the way of development, all while 

the social housing programs intended for their benefit do so only for the middle class.163 

Likewise, denying infrastructural services further entrenches the need to relieve slum-

dwellers from their occupation.164 In Harvey’s writing on the Right to the City in the 

wake of 2011’s social unrest across Arab countries, Europe, and North America, he 

argues that pursuing Lefebvre’s initial proposal to remake the city as its citizens see fit—

that is, in a collaborative process—requires activities, sites, neighborhoods, and 

communities that exist outside market projects and commercial enterprises; instead, 

resistance operates through means of living established collectively.165 As such, the Right 

to the City in Morocco means the ability to access a collective good, solar energy, 

without having financial markets and investment opportunities be the dictating element as 
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with MASEN and the recent megaprojects remaking the coastal Casablanca-Rabat 

corridor.  

In this chapter I examined how the programs devised to address marginalization 

in contemporary Moroccan cities were meeting their eradication objectives, but failing to 

improve collective well-being through inhabitation of city space. The MASEN projects 

exist within the national infrastructure network, and as such are part of the improvement 

of citizenry. As it stands, the large-scale solar energy programs in Morocco neglects 

marginalized urban inhabitants because their operations are centralized within a market 

for financial gain. The following chapter addresses opportunities that might exist outside 

a centralized system that could become part of a collaborative bidonville-energy, based 

on the successes of rural electrification and precedents that use photovoltaics elsewhere 

in the world. 
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Chapter 6. Distributed, Flexible Solar as Viable Alternative 

  

 In reviewing the emancipatory, narrative-interpretive research regarding 

Morocco’s solar energy projects, I return to one of the original philosophical assumptions 

grounding this thesis: technology functions socially through soft determinism: it involves 

a mediated, dynamic process of affect and effect, whereby technologies have profound 

impacts in determining human relations, and vice versa. As such, it is essential to 

question the place and appropriateness of renewable energy technologies as they continue 

to be developed and brought into wide usage. Solar energy, though being renewable and 

without emissions, still requires the inquiries described.  

FINDINGS 

Summary of Analysis 

 

 In comparing Morocco’s solar energy program globally, it is one of the most 

progressive in terms of initiative, scale, and ambition. By 2020, Morocco ought to have 

42 percent of its energy production from renewable sources. For comparison, Germany, a 

benchmark for renewable energy programs, achieved 31 percent renewable energy in 

2014.166 The MASEN projects are exemplary in investment and timeframe, going from 

inception in 2010 to Noor I finishing development this year (2015), with financing 
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confirmed for the next Noor projects.  The aim of this thesis is not to criticize progressive 

initiatives that put renewable energy before fossil fuel and foreign petrol dependence. 

Rather, is to place new technologies within their history of development, and the 

complexities and implications of those developments. Technologies, even renewable 

ones, are never neutral or inherently positive, but instead exist in social and technical 

assemblies, to paraphrase Winner’s writing on the subject of technology.167 In the case of 

Morocco, this means understanding how infrastructural projects like electricity and urban 

planning are used to suppress and control marginalized local populations in pursuit of 

neocolonial interests.  

Research Conclusions 

 

In the decades following independence Morocco’s cities experienced a shift in 

governance resulting from the sustained migration from the rural to the urban, creating a 

new space, the bidonvilles, existing between the medinas, the Lyautey/Ecochard-social 

housing, and the villes nouvelles. Instead of methods of legitimation and occupancy, the 

urban planning of Moroccan cities shifted toward relocation of slum dwellers, allowing 

for future development of the previously-occupied urban space. Since the colonial period, 

Moroccan cities continue to operate in the same fragmented, spatial inequality that had 

been established through French occupation, only this time through private, corporate 

management, according to the Moroccan urban theorist Mustapha Chouiki.168 The 
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technical planning that has defined urbanism in Morocco since independence comes from 

the same technical approaches which were developed under the French—the calculating 

of services and developments for maximal efficiency, often for the benefit of market 

growth.169  

 Energy is an urban service: its generation, transmission, and consumption are part 

of the development of infrastructure. As Graham and Marvin have argued in Splintering 

Urbanism, infrastructure the world over has been marked by a history of rendering the 

services they provide invisible, neutral, and beyond political implication.170 Infrastructure 

can also be divisive and stratifying, acting as a site of investment for those connected, 

while simultaneously being a hindrance, and a possible leverage for exclusion, for those 

forced to go without.171 In chapter 4, I analyzed public documentation from MASEN, 

SIE, Desertec, MSP, among others, to conclude that Morocco’s solar energy capacities 

have been split as an investment endeavor for final energy export on a megaprojects-

scale, and as a means to provide electrification to rural communities. What is has not 

been able to address is the energy issues that continue to affect the bidonvilles in urban 

areas. Morocco’s solar energy program divides the worthy poor who live outside cities 

from the politicized urban poor, who are driven to relocate out of their established spaces 

within Casablanca and Rabat. In that sense, the narrative created within this thesis is one 

where energy services perpetuate the colonial-era distinction of the worthy Morocco from 
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the unworthy poor.172 The worthy Morocco is the territories that can generate electricity 

through concentrated solar power for export and domestic independence from foreign 

petrol. The opposite is the urban poor who occupy unsanctioned space, overlooking, as 

Chouiki suggests, critical though problematic contributions through the informal 

economy.173  

ALTERNATIVES 

 

 In terms of infrastructure, Graham and Marvin propose that in a globalized world 

where infrastructure has been dictated and directed by state and corporate interests, 

distribution, community ownership, and accessibility may allow for equitable provisions: 

[…] the aim is to use appropriate technologies, local organisation and installation, 

and lower technical standards, to create quite literally a self-built infrastructure in 

cities that have been abandoned by formal networks and are not attractive to 

private sector participation. […] Once the network is built and operated with a 

significant consumer base it may be possible for such informal networks to be 

incorporated into the formal system of infrastructure provision.174 

 

Reiterating Lovins’ writing on soft energy paths, tailoring energy generation to end users 

reformulates how energy is conceived; no longer simply about the technical aspects of its 

generation, renewable energy may operate by how its users are incorporated into its 

systems.175 Centralized, high-technology programs like concentrated solar share an 
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affinity with the generation of former fossil fuel systems in that they are expensive in 

their capital investment, whereas small-scale energy options are flexible in adapting to 

circumstance, thereby providing greater opportunities to end users in finding energy 

options that meet their demands.176 Bradford suggests exactly this in distributed 

photovoltaic generation, which has become ever increasingly cost effective.177 As 

discussed in Chapter 4, Morocco’s rural electrification program, the Global Rural 

Electrification Program (PERG), uses photovoltaics to provide solar energy on a rural-

township and individual home scale. Similarly, Casablanca had a bidonville 

electrification program through Lydec prior to the VSBP. In between the two initiatives 

exists the option for an urban photovoltaic initiative that uses the networked system 

established by Lydec, connecting dozens of households to photovoltaic generation free 

from grid electricity costs. However, as it stands now, Morocco has no established 

method of connecting photovoltaic installations to the grid through low voltage 

connection because of the lack of regulatory frameworks.178  

With respect to the institutional partnerships needed to realize such an initiative, 

the Moroccan Agency for Solar Energy (MASEN) and the Agence Nationale pour le 

Développement des Energies Renouvelables et de l’Efficacité Energétique (ADEREE), 

the two arms of Morocco’s solar energy (divided between larger projects and the 

administrative/regulatory administration, respectively), would need to develop an urban 
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solar strategy alongside the Office National de l’Électricité et d’Eau Potable (ONEE), the 

Ministère de l'Habitat et de la politique de la ville (MHU), Al Omrane, and the VSBP to 

administer urban infrastructure services for bidonvilles.  

There exists legal standing for collectivized services including water and 

electricity already in the Loi n° 2005-95, which allows for distribution through 

cooperatives and financing programs.179 In his investigation into potable water for 

Casablanca, deMiras concludes that making use of such collectivized management, 

combined with public financing and credit institutions, is the most viable option in 

extending services to those who currently lack them.180 But, the debate remains whether 

providing infrastructure services is acceptable urban governance given that bidonvilles, in 

the current arrangement of relocation and resettlement, remain in a state of temporariness 

(and thus precariousness).181 In another study on potable water, access to credit for 

financing water hookups was the critical factor in meeting that service need in 

Casablanca.182 Given the ongoing question of the right for bidonvilles to exist within 

Casablanca, options like microcredit (small loans to marginalized individuals and homes) 

demand a choice between relocation to new social housing through the VSBP, or to 
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invest in one’s present neighborhood in a legal grey zone like in Ben M'sik, in 

Casablanca, or parts of Salé in metropolitan Rabat.  

APPROACHES ABROAD 

 

In other countries with similar energy issues, like Germany breaking from its 

established sources such as nuclear, or Bangladesh expanding electricity to impoverished 

rural communities, credit and community ownership have been the defining factors in 

their successes. In Germany’s Energiewende, or energy transition, renewable energy has 

been a community initiative, with community ownership existing outside the control of 

the country’s four major energy producers.183 Energiewende acts more as a network of 

cooperatives across a number of different producers, including farmers, private 

businesses, and households using a feed-in tariff that compensates smaller producers like 

homeowners with PV panels.184 Whereas once Germany was a major investor in Desertec 

so as to transition away from nuclear energy after the Japanese nuclear meltdown in 

2011, it is now in a position of energy export in the growth of a decentralized energy 

sector.185 

Grameen Shakti, in Bangladesh, is a private entity dedicated to rural 

electrification through PV that has successfully installed half a million PV home 
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systems.186 Grameen Bank is the developer and partner, an operation begun by 

Mohammed Yunus in 1976 to extend small loans to impoverished peoples who lack 

collateral typically required by a bank. Grameen Bank is the first and one of the most 

equitably successful microcredit operation in the world, with the World Bank and other 

major global financial institutions co-opting its approach, though not always its 

principles.187 Though the bulk of the installations are for individual businesses and 

domiciles (what Grameen Shakti refers to as Solar Home Solutions), they also offer a 

micro-utility model, where one entrepreneur owns and installs the solar energy system, 

and is then connected to their poorer neighbors to share the load.188 It is a system similar 

to Lydec’s electrical installation in bidonvilles, where one individual in the bidonville 

was responsible in connecting neighbors and monitoring consumption through nodes.189 

For comparison, the world’s two most populous nations, China and India, have 

invested in renewables by developing their own unique profiles of source and program 

arrangements. Both nations employ large, concentrated solar energy programs, to varying 

success. India plans on 100 GW (gigawatts) of solar energy capacity by 2022, with 40 

percent of it being through distributed systems.190 India’s mix of distributed and 
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concentrated solar has established renewable energy accessibility for the urban and rural 

poor, while meeting the target for renewables to be equal to the grid power tariff by 

2022.191 China likewise plans on developing large solar energy plants, 5.3 GW of 

capacity in 2015 alone, adding to the national target of 17.8 GW.192 China’s energy plants 

are to be built in Inner Mongolia, Hebei, Xinjiang, and the Gobi desert, relatively rural 

areas despite insufficient grid capacity that has meant only one-tenth of energy generated 

being delivered to consumers.193 At the time of writing, 83 percent of China’s solar 

energy comes from large solar plants in the more remote areas of the country.194  

In comparing the two most populated nations’ solar programs, access, 

distribution, and generation configuration have been critical components to their 

developments. Morocco faces similar issues: meeting demand and metrics for clean, 

renewable domestic energy, while creating an energy program that is equitable for those 

with compromised access to resources. Morocco is much smaller than China and India, 

and maintains strong central authority over its energy program and agencies, presenting 

the unique position to administer changes to the bureaucratic structures suggested. 

Though outside the scope of this thesis, a more detailed comparison might reveal how 
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nations with shared solar energy aspirations and circumstance learn through case study 

programs, successes and failures, and distribution/access arrangements. 

THE ROLE OF MICROFINANCE IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 

 

In the cases of Grameen Shakti, rural photovoltaic programs in Morocco, and 

Bradford’s flexible photovoltaic systems for the global South, microcredit and 

microfinance is principal monetary platform by which users access distributed solar 

technologies. Grameen Shakti asks for deposits ranging from 15 to 25 percent of a 

project, with the remaining to be paid between 24 and 36 months with a fixed interest rate 

of 6 percent.195 In Morocco there is the Fonds d’Equipement Communal (FEC) to provide 

loans and credits for rural electrification, in addition to the microcredit programs like 

Albaraka, which has granted over a million microcredit loans in the kingdom since 

1996.196 However, in her 2010 book Poverty Capital, Ananya Roy complicates the notion 

that microcredit is an inherently positive tool in the development of the global poor by 

questioning what development means to lenders such as the Grameen Bank, the 

International Monetary Fund, and the World Bank.197 For Roy, microcredit can be as 

much about providing equitable capital to the poor as finding new investment markets for 

foreign banks. She points out that the most successful microcredit programs mentioned 
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have triple-A credit ratings because, quoting the Grameen Bank, “‘the poor always pay 

back.’”198  

Should the Moroccan microcredit institutions partner with the ADEREE, 

MASEN, Al Omrane, and the Ministère de l'Habitat et de la politique de la ville to create 

funding opportunities for micro-grid photovoltaic installations in bidonvilles, there at 

least are two foreseeable complications: that of legal occupation, and of equity in the 

microcredit process. As long as Morocco’s major cities continue a policy of eradication, 

infrastructure and service extension to existing bidonvilles through renewable technology 

remains uncertain. Microcredit loans would be an implausible investment for residents of 

an urban space that has been designated temporary and insalubrious. With respect to 

equity in the process, the programs of small, flexible solar photovoltaics might be 

complementary to urban management both for the community and for generating 

electricity in peak demand circumstances.199 By providing electricity, distributed PV 

networks could leverage legitimacy for communities that have historically had none.  

POSITIONING THE MOROCCAN CASE 

 

 The research here intersects a multitude of histories: colonialism, renewable 

energy, urban poverty, and city planning. In that intersection I documented their linkages 

so as to inquire just how renewable energy operates as the technology continues to 

develop, and what it means in terms of electrical access. When I had originally begun 
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researching the topic in 2011, February 20th had gained momentum in disrupting city 

streets; the execution of Noor I was still uncertain; and Desertec had yet to lose a 

majority of its stakeholders. Since then, constitutional reforms have some addressed the 

concerns of the protest movements; Morocco’s domestic renewable capacities are coming 

online; and the international meta-grid programs have stalled. The research conducted 

over the past three years reveals a unique case for what a major renewable energy 

program looks like in an era of changing political and technological circumstances, 

breakthroughs, and deployment strategies. This thesis provides an emerging perspective 

on the complications of equity and access that come with executing new technologies on 

a national scale, in a kingdom with a colonial history of subjugation through 

infrastructure. Whereas previous work has addressed the various narratives discussed 

here individually, I have joined them to understand technology in the larger context of 

accessibility.   

 Researching multiple narratives yield contradictory interpretations in research of 

this nature, and as such I was surprised to learn halfway into the three years of research 

that Desertec had failed in finding investment in Morocco. Its loss of European 

stakeholders comes as less a surprise after learning the growth of domestic European 

generation capacities, particularly Germany’s. The implication is that for technologies 

with as much flexibility for adaptation as solar, there are no certainties in predicting 

usage long-term. As a researcher I can continue observing its growth, changes, and 

implementations, asking what they mean in the context of inequality and climate change. 
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FINAL REMARKS 

 

In a few words, my conclusions on Moroccan solar energy suggest a synthesis of 

the mega-project CSP approach with distributed PV to urban areas; that a national energy 

policy which favors one form of energy infrastructure over another results in a socio-

technical solution to systemic issues without considering contexts and circumstances. 

That said, suggesting a different configurations of technologies—in this case, distributed 

PVs—poses similar complications of elaborating on a technical solution to a politically 

and socially wicked issue, namely that of urban poverty. For new technologies with 

collective benefits, I propose that the arrangements of their deployment introduce agency 

for those who have historically lacked access. Distributed solar allows for greater agency 

if introduced in a way that is participatory and equitable—sharing state and financial 

resources to provide a needed service through and for a community. In cases such as 

Grameen Shakti, rural solar electrification in Morocco, and German cooperative 

ownership, establishing a communication surrounding decentralized infrastructural 

creation and management could incite new methods of agency in sustainable energy. 

While considering practices and programs elsewhere has the danger of overlooking the 

specificity of each circumstance, it also provides the opportunity to establish networks of 

resources and skill-sharing that are not dominated by state and corporate powers. 
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